The Origins and Development of the Virgin Mary’s
Book at the Annunciation
By L a u r a S a e t v e i t M i l e s
After the Crucifixion, the Annunciation may be the most frequently portrayed
scene in premodern art of the West. In nearly every representation the Virgin
Mary is shown with a book as she greets the angel Gabriel. No matter where the
artist has situated her—on a blank background, on a throne, in a bedroom, in a
living room, in a chapel, in a church, on a portico—Mary’s book is nearby. It rests
in her lap or on a lectern, held open by her hand or closed with the page marked
by a finger; it is a solitary volume, or drawn from an impressive library in the
background. The detail of the book, like so many iconographical elements we now
take for granted in biblical scenes, certainly did not come from the sole Gospel
account of the Annunciation, Luke 1.26–38. Luke’s stark description narrates the
conversation between girl and angel when she is revealed as the Mother of God.1
Where, then, did the motif of Mary’s book originate? What is she reading? How
did the “Reading Annunciate” develop over time? What did Mary’s reading mean
for people in the Middle Ages?
Surprisingly, in light of its interest to multiple disciplines, the history of the
Reading Annunciate has not yet been thoroughly investigated. All too often the
immense success of the motif of Mary’s book in the West, its very embeddedness, has led many critics to assume an “ancient tradition” without citing the
sources of that tradition. “On the important point of how the motif of Mary’s
book originated more recent literature on iconography fails to give a satisfactory reply,” critics lamented over half a century ago; “from the surprisingly
rare and laconic remarks on the subject it is difficult to guess even the existence of such a problem.”2 Not much has improved since then. The majority of
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1
Technically both Luke 1.26–38 and Matthew 1.18–25 offer infancy narratives, written independently of each other, that describe the angelic announcement of the forthcoming birth of Christ;
Matthew describes Joseph’s dream of the announcement, while Luke describes the announcement
itself to Mary, the virgin betrothed to Joseph. For a comparison of the Lucan and Matthean infancy
narratives, see Raymond E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah: A Commentary on the Infancy Narratives in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke (New York: Doubleday, 1977), especially 34–37; for
extensive notes and commentary on Luke 1.26–38, see 286–329.
2
Otto Pächt, C. R. Dodwell, and F. Wormald, eds., The St. Albans Psalter (Albani Psalter)
(London: Warburg Institute, 1960), 63; in their discussion of the twelfth-century Saint Albans
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scholarly interest in the scene can be predictably found in the field of art history
and mostly focuses on late medieval Annunciations, their regional development,
and the import of iconographical concerns other than the book.3 In the context
of the history of women as readers, M. T. Clanchy, Susan Groag Bell, and D.
H. Green each offer brief discussions of Mary’s reading at the Annunciation; all
three perpetuate the inaccuracy that the rise of Mary’s book was a later medieval
phenomenon of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. For example, as Clanchy
states, “[i]n Annunciation scenes before the thirteenth century, the Virgin is ordinarily shown spinning, without a book in sight, whereas in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries she is often depicted as a pious reader.”4 In fact, as I will
show, the shift to Mary’s reading happens hundreds of years earlier, and the
story of its development will dramatically change the way we understand the history of women’s reading, the history of devotion, and Mary’s role in medieval
culture.

Psalter illumination of the Annunciation, they offer a brief historiographical overview of the
theme beginning with Jameson’s consideration of the scene in 1853 (see A. B. Jameson, Legends
of the Madonna As Represented in the Arts [London: Longman, Greens, 1867], 181). Gertrud
Schiller, Iconography of Christian Art (Greenwich: New York Graphic Society, 1972), 33–55,
and André Grabar, Christian Iconography: A Study of Its Origins (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968) both lightly address the origins of the motif within a larger discussion. Klaus
Schreiner evaluates both text and image evidence for Mary’s book in his article, “Marienverehrung,
Lesekultur, Schriftlichkeit: Bildungs- und frömmigkeitgeschichtliche Studien zur Auslegung und
Darstellung von ‘Mariä Verkündigung’,” in Frühmittelalterliche Studien: Jahrbuch des Instituts
für Frühmittelalterforschung des Universität Münster 24, ed. Hagen Keller and Joachim Wollasch
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 1990): 314–68; this is preceded by his article on Mary as a book, “‘. . .
wie Maria geleicht einem puch’: Beiträge zur Buchmetaphorik des hohen und späten Mittelalters,”
Archiv für Geschichte des Buchwesens 11 (1971): cols. 1437–1464.
3
A sampling of essential reading on the Annunciation in late medieval art includes David M. Robb,
“The Iconography of the Annunciation in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries,” Art Bulletin 18/4
(1936): 480–526; Don Denny’s published dissertation, The Annunciation from the Right: From Early
Christian Times to the Sixteenth Century (New York: Garland, 1977); Leo Steinberg, “‘How Shall
This Be?’ Reflections on Filippo Lippi’s ‘Annunciation’ in London, Part I,” Artibus et Historiae
8/16 (1987): 25–44; Carol J. Purtle, “The Iconography of Prayer, Jean de Berry, and the Origin
of the Annunciation in a Church,” Simiolus: Netherlands Quarterly for the History of Art 20/4
(1990): 227–39; Michael Ann Holly, Past Looking: Historical Imagination and the Rhetoric of the
Image (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996), esp. chapter 6, “Witnessing an Annunciation,” on
the Merode Altarpiece; and Ann van Dijk, “The Angelic Salutation in Early Byzantine and Medieval
Annunciation Imagery,” Art Bulletin 81/3 (1999): 420–36. More recently, Hanneke Grootenboer
points out that “wittingly or unwittingly, art historians have turned the Annunciation into an allegory
of art-historical interpretation,” citing the use of the scene by Michael Baxandall, Michael Ann Holly,
Georges Didi-Huberman, and George Steiner; she goes on to argue that “the Annunciation’s problems
of interpretation result partly from its close affiliation with the discovery of perspective” to which it
is linked “historically, thematically and theoretically.” See “Reading the Annunciation,” Art History
30/3 (2007): 349–63, at 351.
4
See M. T. Clanchy, From Memory to Written Record: England 1066–1307 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1979), 193; Susan Groag Bell, “Medieval Women Book Owners: Arbiters of Lay
Piety and Ambassadors of Culture,” Signs 7 (1982): 742–68, at 762; D. H. Green, Women Readers
in the Middle Ages, Cambridge Series in Medieval Literature 65 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2007), 121. For a cursory examination of the motif see David Linton, “Reading the Virgin
Reader,” in The Book and the Magic of Reading in the Middle Ages, ed. Albrecht Classen (New York:
Garland, 1999), 253–76.
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While the story begins with the biblical apocrypha and Ambrose in the fourth
century, I demonstrate that the earliest explicit pictorial and textual references to
the Virgin’s reading at Gabriel’s arrival emerge from male monastic and clerical
contexts in the ninth and tenth centuries and can be linked with the new spiritual
ideals defining successive waves of religious reforms. I pinpoint its meteoric rise in
popularity to the late eleventh century—a rise concurrent with a dramatic growth
in the cult of the Virgin, the expansion of women’s religious life, and an increase
in women’s overall literacy and access to books. While representations of Mary’s
solitary reading were initially directed towards male clerics and monks, in the
long twelfth century the use of the motif shifted to include its prominent use as a
mimetic devotional moment for enclosed religious women. The symbolic power
of a literate Virgin took on new complexities with its new audiences. Mary’s
engagement with the Bible, long positioned by men and for men as a symbol of
monastic reading practices, suddenly became an explicit emblem of literacy for
women readers—particularly anchoresses. I will examine how Goscelin of SaintBertin’s Liber confortatorius, the vita of Christina of Markyate and the Saint
Albans Psalter, and Aelred of Rievaulx’s De institutione inclusarum all utilize the
image of the Virgin reading or engaging with text as an authorizing model for
their female anchoritic readers. In these cases, we see the tradition of Mary as an
ideal reader at the Annunciation merge with the more recently developed figure
of the anchoress as an ideal reader.
The theme underpinning this long history is Mary’s sacred solitude at the Annunciation. When Gabriel finds the Virgin alone, medieval authors insist, this
seclusion symbolizes and supports her virginity. Her inviolate womb parallels her
enclosed room or the space of the temple which, like the monastic cell, physically
protects from the world’s sins. For both the ninth-century monk and the twelfthcentury anchoress, Mary at the Annunciation represented a model of the solitude
that best preserves chastity and facilitates reading and prayer. The examples I have
gathered here portray Mary either reading or singing the Psalms, or reading the
Old Testament prophecies foretelling the Incarnation, such as Isaiah 7.14, “Ecce,
virgo concipiet, et pariet filium” (Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son);
in both cases, she does not simply read or sing, but is able to interpret the text
as revealing the conception of Christ and her role as that of virgo. Theologically,
the book symbolizes the Incarnation of Christ as the Word made flesh—verbum
caro factum est (John 1.14). Readers and viewers could share in this transformative act by imitating Mary’s textual devotion and conceiving Christ spiritually in
their souls. She models a kind of meditation and contemplation so effective it can
engender the divine.
This essay is part of a larger project exploring the meaning of Mary’s book in
medieval England. While for centuries the Crucifixion had dominated (and would
continue to dominate) Christian devotion to Christ in his suffering and Mary in
her grief, from the long twelfth century through the early sixteenth century the
Annunciation offered an alternative subject for and model of imaginative prayer.
The scene of Christ’s incarnation made available a very different imitatio Mariae,
one devoid of the pain, sorrow, and weeping of the scene of Christ’s death. Most
importantly, the devotional site of the Annunciation offered something the Passion
could not: a praying figure engaging a text in a private space—in other words,
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a suggestively close mirroring of the meditative practices of medieval religious
men and women, a mirroring capitalized on by authors for these audiences. In
many ways, devotion centered on the Annunciation, with its combination of
divine embodiment and Mary’s self-reflective reading, becomes a medium for the
production of identity. Literature and art that promote a participatory piety, such
as lives of Christ, often open with the Annunciation scene as a mimetic moment
where the meditant is formed in the mold of the praying Mary, thus ensuring his or
her successful approach to the devotional exercise. Several women visionaries—
most prominently among them Elizabeth of Töss, Bridget of Sweden, and Julian
of Norwich—focus on Mary’s role in the Incarnation as a way of validating
the prophetic vocation, with the Virgin’s body and book offering a discourse of
motherhood that authorizes their own female authorship.5 The book’s function
as a theological symbol, however, does not preclude its function as an icon of
female literacy, both legitimizing and promoting women’s reading of scripture;
or, as the case sometimes was in late medieval England, when the book’s omission
highlights a climate hostile to direct, solitary engagement with the Bible.
The profound impact of the image of Mary’s book on medieval religious culture
cannot be overemphasized. Only by understanding the book’s early medieval
monastic origins, and the timing of its surge in popularity in the late eleventh
century, can we properly contextualize later phenomena that rely on or feed
off the vibrancy of the motif. For example, how Mary’s room came to be a
domestic space in late medieval Annunciations, particularly artistic ones, should
be considered in comparison to its past as a monastic or sacred enclosure. The
late medieval image of Saint Anne teaching her daughter the Virgin Mary to read
is essentially a back-formation to explain her literacy at the Annunciation, again
bringing Mary out of the ecclesiastical sphere and into the domestic and lay.6
In addition, if the book at the Annunciation constitutes the foremost material
expression of the Virgin as the Mother of the Word made flesh, Mary’s model of
transformative reading and linguistic interpretation underpins her medieval role
as “queen” over the three liberal arts of the trivium.7

5
For an exploration of one example of this relationship between a visionary and Mary at the
Annunciation, see Laura Saetveit Miles, “Looking in the Past for a Discourse of Motherhood: Birgitta
of Sweden and Julia Kristeva,” Medieval Feminist Forum 47/1 (2011), 52–76.
6
The earliest images of her teaching the Virgin to read are from the late thirteenth century; it
was not until the fourteenth century that Saint Anne’s feast day was celebrated throughout England.
Pamela Sheingorn makes an argument parallel to mine when she claims that the image of Saint Anne
teaching the Virgin Mary “should be associated with female literacy” and that “representations of
women with books in medieval art have been overlooked, so their implication for female literacy
has been neglected.” See “‘The Wise Mother’: The Image of St. Anne Teaching the Virgin Mary,”
Gesta 32/1 (1993): 69–83, at 69. Also on Saint Anne, Kathleen Ashley and Pamela Sheingorn, eds.,
Interpreting Cultural Symbols: Saint Anne in Late Medieval Society (Athens: University of Georgia
Press, 1990) and Virginia Nixon, Mary’s Mother: Saint Anne in Late Medieval Europe (University
Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2004).
7
Georgiana Donavin’s valuable study Scribit Mater: Mary and the Language Arts in the Literature
of Medieval England (Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 2012) does not address
the long-standing power of Mary’s book at the Annunciation as a symbol of her status as “Mother of
the Word” (21) as it contributes to her involvement in the trivium. This is perhaps because Donavin
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The vagaries of survival make an exploration such as this, spanning almost
a thousand years of premodern Europe, as much about the hazardous lacunae
in the evidence as about the positive junctures. I intend to offer the story most
strongly suggested by the evidence that does survive, though I cannot claim total
comprehensiveness. My geographic scope quickly narrows to the West because
it was the West that chose to embrace Mary’s reading. Just as the successive
waves of monastic reform traveled back and forth across the Channel, so will I
follow Mary’s book between the British Isles and continental Europe as it gathers
momentum over the centuries. I end, however, in post-Conquest England—Mary’s
“dower with reverence,” as one late medieval poet wrote—where the motif found
some of its most compelling and complex manifestations.8
Early Annunciation Iconography
Late antique artistic representations of the Annunciation present little more
than the sparest elements from Luke’s account: the two figures of Mary and
Gabriel. In the Byzantine tradition Mary often stands in the orant position, hands
raised in prayer, with the Christ Child sometimes featured enclosed in a circle on
her breast.9
From the fifth century on, Annunciation iconography in the West began to
reflect certain motifs from the apocryphal infancy gospels. These narratives supplement the four canonical Gospels with further details of Mary’s family and life
before her pregnancy and of Christ’s childhood. Dating from as early as the second
or third century, the detailed infancy narrative known as the Protoevangelium Jacobi, or the Book of James, was extremely popular in the Eastern tradition, while
in the West it was largely unknown, as it was condemned by Jerome because of
its teachings about Joseph’s alleged first marriage and his children from it.10 The
Protoevangelium, however, found a second life as part of the Gospel of PseudoMatthew, a compilation of various earlier infancy narratives probably dating from
the eighth or ninth century but possibly as early as the sixth.11 Likely intended
to further the veneration of Mary, the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew was eagerly
mistakenly places the rise of the book in the thirteenth century (likely following Bell) and then identifies
her reading as the Book of Wisdom (4–5).
8
John Lydgate, “Ave Regina Celorum,” in The Minor Poems of John Lydgate, ed. H. N. MacCracken, vol. 1, Lydgate Canon and Religious Poems, Early English Text Society, extra series 107
(London: Oxford University Press, 1911), 291–92.
9
For example, Grabar, Christian Iconography, 128.
10
J. K. Elliott, ed., The Apocryphal New Testament : A Collection of Apocryphal Christian Literature in an English Translation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 48, 51. The Protoevangelium
is translated by Elliott (48–67) and also by M. R. James, The Apocryphal New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1924), 38–49. Both are from the Latin edition by Constantinus Tischendorf,
Evangelia apocrypha (Leipzig: Avenarius and Mendelssohn, 1853), 1–50.
11
Elliott, Apocryphal New Testament, 86. Elliott provides a summary and extracts of the PseudoMatthew (84–99), and James a summary, both drawn from Tischendorf, Evangelia apocrypha, 51–
112. The edition used here will be Libri de natiuitate Mariae: Pseudo-Matthaei Euangelium, ed. J.
Gijsel, Corpus Christianorum Series Apocryphorum 9 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1997). Mary Clayton offers
a comparison of the Protoevangelium and the Pseudo-Matthew in The Apocryphal Gospels of Mary
in Anglo-Saxon England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 6–24.
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received in the West. These texts, along with another related apocryphal work,
De nativitate Mariae (also known as the Gospel of the Birth of Mary), heavily
influenced the medieval iconographical tradition surrounding Mary’s upbringing
and Gabriel’s visit.12
Two prominent iconographic details derive from the Gospel of PseudoMatthew: the setting of the fountain or well, and Mary’s spinning or weaving
at Gabriel’s arrival. In this apocryphal version, the Annunciation scene begins
with Mary drawing water when a disembodied voice speaks Gabriel’s first words
as Luke recounts them. This specified setting of the well appeared mostly in Byzantine representations of the scene, although it does feature in a few fifth-century
ivory carvings from northern Italy, such as the Werden Casket, after which it
recurs occasionally in the Western tradition.13 It is the second part of the apocryphal story that exerted the most influence. Trembling, Mary returns home and
begins spinning the purple thread assigned to her by lot by the priests as part of
the weaving of the veil for the temple, where she had grown up as a dedicated
virgin. While she is at home working the purple thread with her fingers, the rest
of the Annunciation scene unfolds.14
Common in both the East and the West is the image of Mary holding a spindle or
thread and a wool basket as she receives Gabriel. Mosaics, ivory carvings, marble
reliefs, and manuscript illuminations as early as the fifth century prominently
feature a wool basket, spindle, or some kind of thread in Mary’s hand or lap. In the
East her spinning at the Annunciation is pervasive.15 The Basilica di Santa Maria
Maggiore in Rome, completed under Pope Sixtus III (432–40), boasts mosaics that
include one of the earliest Annunciations featuring Mary working her wool.16 Its
creation coincided with an early surge in Marian devotion due to the Council
of Ephesus in 431, where Mary was proclaimed Theotokos, “the one who gave
12
De Nativitate Mariae offers an elaboration on the early chapters of the Pseudo-Matthew. It does
not mention Mary’s reading.
13
See J. Beckwith, “The Werden Casket Reconsidered,” Art Bulletin 40 (1958): 1–11, and more
recently, Victor H. Elbern, “Das Kastenportatile St. Liudgers in Werden: Gestaltliche Tradition und
liturgischer Bedeutungshorizont an einem frühmittelalterlichen Reliquiar,” Ikonotheka 19 (2006):
33–55.
14
Chapter 11.1; translation from James, The Apocryphal New Testament, 41. The parallel passage
can be found in the ninth chapter of the Pseudo-Matthew.
15
On Mary and the Annunciation in Byzantine art, see Maria Vassilaki, ed., Images of the Mother
of God: Perceptions of the Theotokos in Byzantium (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), especially the essays
by Brigitte Pitarakis, “Female Piety in Context: Understanding Developments in Private Devotional
Practices,” 153–66, and Vasso Penna, “Zoe’s Lead Seal: Female Invocation to the Annunciation of
the Virgin,” 175–82; also, Maria Evangelatou, “The Purple Thread of the Flesh: The Theological
Connotations of a Narrative Iconographic Element in Byzantine Images of the Annunciation,” in
Icon and Word: The Power of Images in Byzantium. Studies Presented to Robin Cormack, ed. A.
Eastmond and L. James (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003), 261–79. On an unusual late medieval use of
the book in Byzantine Annunciation iconography (a borrowing from the West), see Evangelatou,
“Pursuing Salvation through a Body of Parchment: Books and Their Significance in the Illustrated
Homilies of Iakobos of Kokkinobaphos,” Mediaeval Studies 68 (2006): 239–84.
16
On the mosaics of Santa Maria Maggiore, see Beat Brenk, Die frühchristlichen Mosaiken in
S. Maria Maggiore zu Rom (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1975), and Joanne Deane Sieger, “Visual
Metaphor as Theology: Leo the Great’s Sermons on the Incarnation and the Arch Mosaics at S. Maria
Maggiore,” Gesta 26 (1987): 83–92.
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birth to the one who is God.”17 Mary sits on a throne as a regal princess; her
air of royalty emphasizes the noble origins of David’s line, and thus the primacy
of Jesus’s kingly blood. While the regality of Mary underscores that of Jesus, her
spinning metaphorically represents the flesh-weaving of the Incarnation: out of her
body the Virgin knit the body of Christ, given life by the Holy Spirit and formed as
both God and man.18 In this way text and textile perform the same function: both
symbols of the Incarnation, spinning and reading, offer Mary actions that visibly
exteriorize an interior, invisible process. In the West the textile motif continues to
appear throughout the early Middle Ages, waning in prominence as it is by and
large replaced by the image of the book in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but
never fully disappearing from the iconographical tradition. When compared to
the consistency of the Byzantine tradition, with its continued emphasis on Mary’s
royal lineage and spinning, the Roman preference for a literate Virgin stands out
as a conscious choice—not a matter of chance.
The Emergence of a Literate Mother of God
Although it is not as prominent or explicit as the details of the fountain and the
wool, an early intimation of Mary’s reading can also be found in the Gospel of
Pseudo-Matthew. Among all the virgins of the temple where she was presented in
her youth, the Pseudo-Matthew reports, there was no one “more learned in the
wisdom of the law of God, more humble in humility, more elegant in the songs of
David, more generous in charity, more pure in purity, more perfect in all virtue”
than the young Mary.19 The legis dei is the Old Testament, whose sapientia would
have been accessible within the environs of the temple. Her erudition, through
holy texts, constitutes part of her unparalleled suitability for bearing the Son of
God. She also sings the songs of David, reflecting the emerging monastic habits
that placed the Psalms at the center of both solitary devotion and communal
liturgy.20 In contrast to the earlier Protoevangelium, the Pseudo-Matthew includes
details like these to emphasize and idealize Mary as “a model for dedicated virgins
living according to a monastic life”21 —an important precedent for the way a more
17
Jaroslav Pelikan explains the implications of the title Theotokos in his Mary Through the Centuries: Her Place in the History of Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 55–65, 75.
18
Spinning as an Incarnational metaphor in Byzantine art has been explored by Evangelatou, “The
Purple Thread of the Flesh.” For the theme in Western art, see Gail McMurray Gibson, The Theater of
Devotion: East Anglian Drama and Society in the Late Middle Ages (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1989), 156–66; and Elizabeth Coatsworth, “Cloth-Making and the Virgin Mary in Anglo-Saxon
Literature and Art,” in Medieval Art: Recent Perspectives. A Memorial Tribute to C. R. Dodwell, ed.
Gale R. Owen-Crocker and Timothy Graham (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1998), 8–25.
19
“In sapientia legis dei eruditior, in humilitate humilior, in carminibus dauiticis elegantior, in
caritate gratiosior, in puritate purior, in omni virtute perfectior,” Pseudo-Matthew 6.2, ed. Gijsel,
335–36, lines 8–11. All translations are my own except as noted.
20
James W. McKinnon focuses on the Psalms in the relevant period of early Christianity in his
article, “The Book of Psalms, Monasticism, and the Western Liturgy,” in The Place of the Psalms in
the Intellectual Culture of the Middle Ages, ed. Nancy Van Deusen (Albany: State University of New
York Press, 1999), 43–58.
21
Clayton, The Apocryphal Gospels, 21. In the Pseudo-Matthew Mary also divides her day in the
style of monastic hours (6.2).
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monastic and learned Mary will continue to develop. Moreover, Mary is Wisdom:
in a Byzantine context, Margaret Barker recently argued that the concept of the
Mother of God as the Lady of the Temple, the Tabernacle of God the Word,
originated in wisdom literature. In this light, Mary’s learning in the PseudoMatthew can be seen as a remembering or a restoration of a much more ancient
tradition, rather than an invention.22
Ambrose of Milan (c.337–97), however, may be credited with the earliest explicit linking of Mary with books. Ambrose penned De virginibus ad Marcellinam
around 377 upon the request of his sister Marcellina; the three sermons concerning virginity are written for a congregation of both male and female virgins.23 In
the sermons he sets forth a series of virgin martyrs as examples, with Mary as the
ultimate model of virginity: “She was a virgin not only in body but also in mind,
who stained the sincerity of its disposition by no guile; humble in heart, grave in
speech, prudent in mind, sparing of words, most studious in reading.”24 Part of
Mary’s exemplary status as virgin includes her studiousness, her bookishness as
a well-read virgin. Her physical purity both justifies and enables an intellectual
purity. With body and mind morally aligned, both distanced from the worldly
downfalls of her sex, Mary gains access to the written world of scripture. Working up to the action of the Annunciation scene, Ambrose envisions Mary at home:
“She, when the angel first approached, was found at home in the innermost places,
without a companion, so that none might interrupt her concentration, none might
disturb her; neither, moreover, did she desire female companions, she who had
good thoughts as companions. Indeed, to herself she seemed less alone, when she
was alone. For in what way was she alone, with whom there were so many books,

22
Margaret Barker, “Wisdom Imagery and the Mother of God,” in The Cult of the Mother of
God, ed. Leslie Brubaker and Mary B. Cunningham (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2011), 91–108. See
also Rachel Fulton Brown’s incisive review of Barker’s article, Medieval Review (October 8, 2012),
https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/14727 (accessed 28 May 2014). Barbara Newman
analyzes the Western medieval affiliation of Wisdom (Sophia) with Mary (Maria) in God and the
Goddesses: Vision, Poetry, and Belief in the Middle Ages (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2003), 192–206.
23
On the dates of Ambrose’s writings see Philip Schaff, Ambrose: Select Works and Letters, vol. 10
of A Select Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church, Second Series, ed.
Philip Schaff and Henry Wace (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1994), 15–18. Published online in the
Christian Classics Ethereal Library, http://www.ccel.org/ccel/schaff/npnf210.html (accessed 28 May
2014). On Ambrose’s sources for De virginibus, see N. Adkin, “Ambrose, De Virginibus 2.2, 10f.
and the Gnomes of the Council of Nicaea,” Revue des études augustiniennes 38 (1992): 261–70.
Adkin cites research that argues for no trace of the Protoevangelium in Ambrose’s writings. Ambrose
does rely on Athanasius’s Letter to Virgins and the Gnomes of the Council of Nicaea (attributed
to Athanasius); neither text mentions Mary’s reading habits. The foundational resource remains
Charles William Neumann’s The Virgin Mary in the Works of Saint Ambrose, Paradosis 17 (Fribourg:
University Press, 1962): on Athanasius and the Gnomes, 9–29; on De virginibus, 35–47; 39–45 offer
part of Ambrose’s Letter to Virgins in parallel with the text of Athanasius and the Gnomes. See also
Susanna Elm, “Virgins of God”: The Making of Asceticism in Late Antiquity (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1996).
24
“Virgo erat non solum corpore, sed etiam mente, quae nullo doli ambitu sincerum adulteraret
affectum; corde humilis, verbis gravis, animi prudens, loquendi parcior, legendi studiosior,” De virginibus ad Marcellinam, 2.2.7; PL 16:209A.
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so many archangels, so many prophets? And so there, when he was in the habit
of revisiting her, Gabriel found her.”25
Solitude and study define Mary’s debut. Though she is now in the innermost
places (in penetralibus) of her domestic home, the setting aptly evokes the holiness
of the temple where she was trained in such devotions. Here, her secure seclusion
parallels her virginal unpenetrated body. Her solitude, vitally important to the
development of the Annunciation tradition in the coming centuries, ensures her
corporeal sanctity as it facilitates both angelic visits and focused reading. And
not light reading: this scholarly Mary conjures up the image of Saint Jerome immersed in his library more than it does the humble girl of the apocrypha’s temple.
By archangeli and prophetae Ambrose alludes to the archangels and prophets who
populate the Old Testament, with the added meaning of the scriptural books of
the prophets such as Isaiah and Jeremiah. In that way libri may signify both scriptural books, like the Book of Isaiah, as well as the book object, the codex. Instead
of gossipy girlfriends, she takes comfort in her own thoughts as comites, companions, and finds herself surrounded by the ghostly cast of the Old Testament,
vivified through her reading. Those archangels and prophets, suddenly spiritually
alongside Mary, look forward to the fulfillment of the prophecies, as does Mary.
Ambrose brings alive the immediacy of scripture for Mary; in a moment, Mary
will find the Word alive in her.
In the Expositio evangelii secundum Lucam (c.387), his only commentary on the
New Testament, Ambrose explicitly connects Mary’s reading with a specific Old
Testament prophecy which foretells her role in the Incarnation: “Indeed, ‘Take
up,’ he says, ‘this sign’: Behold a virgin shall conceive in her womb and shall bear
a son (Isaiah 7.14). Mary had read this, and for that reason she believed it would
be; but, previously she had not read just how it would be accomplished—for in
what way it would happen had not been revealed even to so great a prophet.”26
Due to her reading of the Old Testament prior to this event, Mary possesses a
general awareness of the coming of the Lord, but does not know that she is the
virgin to whom Isaiah refers. Notably, Ambrose specifies that Mary had read
(legerat) Isaiah; not that she knew of it generally or had heard it aurally, but had
absorbed the words directly from the page. The further mystery of exactly how a
virgin would conceive is neither explained by the prophet Isaiah nor understood
25
“Haec ad ipsos ingressus angeli inventa domi in penetralibus, sine comite, ne quis intentionem
abrumperet, ne quis obstreperet; neque enim comites feminas desiderabat, quae bonas cogitationes
comites habebat. Quin etiam tum sibi minus sola videbatur, cum sola esset. Nam quemadmodum
sola, cui tot libri adessent; tot archangeli, tot prophetae? Denique et Gabriel eam ubi revisere solebat,
invenit,” De virginibus ad Marcellinam, 2.2.10–11; PL 16:210A.
26
“Denique, Accipe, inquit, tibi signum: Ecce virgo in utero accipiet, et pariet filium. Legerat hoc
Maria, ideo credidit futurum: sed quomodo fieret, ante non legerat; non enim quemadmodum fieret,
vel tanto prophetae fuerat revelatum,” 2.15; PL 15:1558C–D; also cited in Pächt, Dodwell, and
Wormald, The St. Albans Psalter, 65. Regarding Isaiah 7.14, Neumann writes that “Ambrose cites
it or alludes to it for Mary’s virginity at least 15 times” and mentions five of those—none with the
reference to reading found here (The Virgin Mary, 71 n. 3). Jerome also glosses Isaiah 7.14 in his
Commentariorum in Isaiam prophetam libri duodeviginti (c.410), noting, “de qua Gabriel dicit ad
Virginem: Spiritus sanctus veniet super te, et virtus Altissimi obumbrabit tibi” (concerning which
Gabriel said to the Virgin: the Holy Spirit will come over you, and the power of the Most High will
overshadow you), PL 24:107C.
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by Mary at this point. Ambrose was no doubt led to cite the particular prophecy
Isaiah 7.14 because Matthew 1.21–23 describes an angel citing the verse in his
explanation of the Incarnation to Joseph in a dream.27
Ambrose’s commentary on Luke exercised immense influence on the later medieval commentary tradition. In England, the Expositio evangelii secundum Lucam circulated mainly in the form of extracts and quotations in other works.28
Bede (c.672–735) relied heavily on Ambrose’s commentary on Luke when he
composed his own.29 Ambrose’s description of Mary’s reading survives almost
verbatim in Bede’s In Lucae evangelium expositio, whence it would have seeped
into the English tradition: “Therefore because she had read Behold a virgin shall
be with child, and bring forth a son, but had not read in what way that would
have been able to happen, rightly credulous in that which she read, she asks of the
angel what she did not find in the prophets.”30 In a subtle departure from Ambrose, Bede uses Mary’s reading background to explain her question to Gabriel,
“How shall this be, since I know not a man?” Mary becomes a critical listener
as she demonstrates her attentive reading; she reconciles her knowledge of the
scriptures with the angel’s announcement in a moment of active interpretation. In
light of Gabriel’s news, Mary reconsiders and reinterprets her understanding of
the text, realizing what question to ask because she both believes in the prophecy
and recognizes its limits. Even as she stars in the Gospel narrative Mary models
how to read the Old Testament in order to understand the New.
This motif of the Virgin’s scriptural reading as promoted by Ambrose and
Bede cannot be readily found, however, in other early commentaries, sermons,
27
In fact, Augustine of Hippo’s Sermon 195, De annunciatione dominica, exhibits a slightly earlier
competing tradition that it was Joseph who had read the prophecies concerning the Incarnation, not
Mary. Augustine asserts that Joseph had read Isaiah 7.14, commanding him directly to believe in
the truth of his wife’s virginity: “Quod ergo legisti in Libris tuis, aspice in Maria oculis tuis” (What
therefore you have read in your Books, see in Maria with your eyes), De annunciatione dominica, PL
39:2110. While in Matthew the experience was aural (the angel speaking of what the prophet said),
with Augustine it becomes textual: Joseph read the prophecy written in his book just as he “reads”
Mary as the embodiment of that prophecy. Mary functions for Joseph as another text to be interpreted
typologically, a symbol whose meaning can be “unlocked” by the Old Testament much like Christ
himself. Augustine also echoes John Chrysostom (d. 407), who postulates in his Homily on Matthew
that Joseph’s equanimity in response to the angel’s use of the word “virgin” must be because of his
deep familiarity with its presence in the words of the prophet, that is, at Isaiah 7.14: see Homily on
Matthew 5.2; quoted and translated in Luigi Gambero, Mary and the Fathers of the Church (San
Francisco: Ignatius, 1999), 176–77. To John Chrysostom, Joseph embodies the ideal reader of the
scriptures: through proper reading and meditation, he internalizes the prophecy to the point where its
achievement reveals itself in reality. Evidence of the tradition of Joseph’s link to the prophecy becomes
rare after the fifth century.
28
Mary Clayton, The Cult of the Virgin in Anglo-Saxon England (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1990), 212. On Ambrose in Anglo-Saxon England see also Bill Schipper’s entry in Ansaxdat, the full-text database for the Listserv discussion group ANSAXNET,
http://www.mun.ca/Ansaxdat/ambrose/listing.html (accessed 28 May 2014).
29
In Michael Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), see 34–
36 on Bede’s library at Monkwearmouth-Jarrow; on Ambrose in Bede’s writings, see 194–95; on
Ambrose in Anglo-Saxon manuscripts, see 278–80, esp. 280 for his commentary on Luke.
30
“Quia ergo legerat, Ecce virgo in utero habebit, et pariet filium, sed quomodo id fieri posset non
legerat, merito credula iis quae legerat, sciscitatur ab angelo quod in propheta non invenit,” In Lucae
evangelium expositio, PL 92:318C.
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or tracts on virginity, Mary, or the Annunciation—where one might expect it.
Jerome (c.342–419), one of Ambrose’s contemporaries, fails to allude to the idea
in his tract on virginity, De virginitate perpetua Mariae adversus Helvidium, or in
his Commentariorum in Isaiam prophetam, concerning Isaiah 7.14.31 Likewise,
in his three sermons on the feast of the Annunciation as well as his De sacra
virginitate, Augustine of Hippo (c.354–430) neglects to include any reference to
Mary’s reading.32 The English monk Aldhelm (c.630/40–709/10), described by his
younger contemporary Bede as “most learned in every respect,”33 composed the
influential prose De virginitate and its versified version Carmen de virginitate for
the nuns of Barking monastery.34 Despite being based to some extent on Ambrose’s
De virginibus, Aldhelm’s tracts never describe Mary as reading or having read,
though she would seem an obvious example for such a studious, devout female
audience.
Mary’s Reading and the Carolingian Renaissance
Over four hundred years passed after Ambrose introduced the scholarly Virgin
without the motif being picked up in surviving artifacts or texts beyond Bede. It
took a state-led wholesale rejuvenation of literacy to occur before Mary’s reading
became relevant again. The Carolingian renaissance, begun during Charlemagne’s
reign and continuing after his death in 814, transformed medieval Western culture
by pairing a widespread revival of learning with a movement to reform the church
and the lives of its Christians.35 Monastic and ecclesiastical communities set about
to educate their monks, nuns, and clergy with the correct Latinity necessary to
communicate in Latin, avoid heresy, promote sound doctrine, offer efficacious
prayers for society, and most importantly, read and interpret the Bible.36 A renovatio of textual engagement coincided with ostentatious support of arts and
culture. Monasteries displayed an “intimate link between intensified prayer and
reform”37 that ramped up the performance of commemoratory masses and psalms
as it also renewed focus on the Divine Office. In this reformist context the image
of Mary’s book found both its first artistic and poetic expressions.

31

Jerome, De virginitate perpetua, PL 23:183–206; PL 24:17–676 (cols. 108–10).
Sermons 193, 194 and 195 (PL 39:2103–2109). De sacra virginitate mentions the wisdom of
virgins in passing reference to other scriptural verses, but not to Mary specifically (PL 40:395–428, at
421).
33
Quoted in Aldhelm: The Prose Works, trans. Michael Lapidge and Michael Herren (Cambridge,
UK: D. S. Brewer, 1979), 1.
34
See Aldhelm: The Prose Works, 51–132, and Aldhelm: The Poetic Works, trans. Michael Lapidge
and James L. Rosier (Cambridge, UK: D. S. Brewer, 1985), 97–170.
35
G. Brown, “The Carolingian Renaissance,” in Carolingian Culture: Emulation and Innovation,
ed. Rosamond McKitterick (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 1–51, at 1.
36
These principles are laid out in Charlemagne’s Admonitio generalis (c.789) and Epistola de litteris
colendis (datable to the same period), discussed in Brown, “The Carolingian Renaissance,” 19–20.
37
Mayke de Jong, “Carolingian Monasticism: The Power of Prayer,” in The New Cambridge
Medieval History, vol. 2, c.700–c.900, ed. R. McKitterick (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1995), 622–53, at 650.
32
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Fig. 1. The Brunswick Casket (c.860–70), detail of side panel. Reproduced by permission
of the Herzog-Anton-Ulrich Museum, Braunschweig, Germany.

From the so-called later Metz school of art (generally considered the second
half of the ninth century extending into the tenth) survives the earliest extant
piece of visual art that depicts Mary’s book: a carved ivory panel (approximately
11 cm square) on the end of the Brunswick Casket (Fig. 1).38 The four panels of
the Brunswick Casket, dated c.860–70, feature depictions of the Annunciation,
Nativity, Baptism, and Crucifixion.39 They share many stylistic characteristics
with other ivory carvings from the Metz school of this period, but the casket’s
38
Braunschweig, Herzog-Anton-Ulrich Museum (Lower Saxony, Germany). Originally cataloged
in A. Goldschmidt, Die Elfenbeinskulpturen aus der Zeit der Karolingischen und Sächsischen Kaiser,
VIII.–XI. Jahrhundert, 2 vols. (Berlin: Deutscher Verlag für Kunstwissenschaft, 1914–26), 1:52–53,
no. 96, plates 44, 45; 2.45. See also Pächt, Dodwell, and Wormald, The St. Albans Psalter, 66; Schiller,
Iconography, 42 n. 34.
39
See Robert Melzak, “The Carolingian Ivory Carvings of the Later Metz Group” (PhD diss.,
Columbia University, 1983), 121–27, for an iconographic description; 229, for dating. See also Robert
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representation of Mary’s book is unique among the other earliest Annunciation
carvings in which the book is lacking.40 On the left Gabriel stands facing threequarters to the front and holding a staff, while Mary sits in a baldachin (a canopied
throne of Italo-Byzantine origin) holding what appear to be three spindles in her
left hand, with her right hand on an open book on a stand between her chair and
Gabriel. The book gives the appearance of facing Gabriel, but this, like some other
elements in the carving, seems to be merely “a garbling of the exemplar”—possibly
as a result of the difficulty of perspective.41 We do not know what exemplar might
have been used by the artist.
In the Brunswick Casket ivory carving, Mary clearly closes her hand around the
top of the book in a gesture that evokes ownership, and also connects her more
closely to the reading experience that was just interrupted: she keeps her page
marked, perhaps her thumb on the line. The book and its lectern stand between
Gabriel and Mary, keeping the Virgin’s space isolated from the angel, except
where his wing touches her throne’s canopy. Placing the Word in a mediating
position between God’s message and its recipient emphasizes its theological role
in the Incarnation—the Word is made flesh, verbum caro factum est (John 1.14).
The blank book leaves open the possibility of what text Mary is supposed to be
Deshman, The Benedictional of Æthelwold (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 262, on the
dating of and previous scholarship on the Brunswick Casket.
40
See, for instance, Schiller, Iconography, figs. 74, 75, 76, 77, and 78, all eighth- through tenthcentury ivory carvings of the Annunciation lacking a book. Most notably, the book does not appear
to have been an insular tradition this early: in the Genoel-Elderen diptych ivory Annunciation (c.775–
800), carved in Northumbria, Mary holds a spindle and no book, a depiction drawing exclusively on
Italo-Byzantine models (Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, no. 1474): J. Beckwith, Ivory
Carvings in Early Medieval England (London: Harvey, Miller and Medcalf, 1972), 21, fig. 15 and
n. 3). Melzak examines the relationship between the Brunswick Casket and other early ivories,
121–127. A slightly later ivory situla also features Mary’s book: this is the Kranenburg Situla, from the Church of Saints Peter and Paul, Crannenburg, Germany (item 17.190.45 in
the Morgan Collection, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City). It is featured in
the Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000–),
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/17.190.45 (accessed 28 May 2014). The Met entry
notes provenance as possibly “Reims, northern France,” where many Metz artists began their careers
before coming to the court school. Deshman’s analysis of their iconographic relationship suggests that
the Kranenberg Situla, dated c.860–80, and the Brunswick Casket appear to have derived from a common archetype. See Deshman, The Benedictional of Æthelwold, 265–56 and fig. 208, and Margaret
English Frazer, “Medieval Church Treasuries,” Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin 43/3 (1985–86):
8–56, at 23.
41
Deshman, The Benedictional of Æthelwold, 264. At this point it should be mentioned that another
early possible example of the Virgin with a book exists outside of, and probably unrelated to, the
Annunciation tradition: namely, the carved stone panel in the Anglo-Saxon church of Breedon on the
Hill, Leicestershire, depicting a female figure, generally agreed to be the Virgin, holding a book, and
dated c.820–40. Here the Virgin faces forward; her right hand is raised in blessing and her left hand
holds a book. Scholars postulate that the likely source of this unparalleled combination of features
seems to have been some sort of depiction of an apostle, whose “masculine attributes” were taken
over by the English artist into an image of the Virgin. In light of the fact that the church was dedicated
to Mary, the adoption of such a cult image seems “readily understandable,” Clayton suggests. See
Clayton, The Cult of the Virgin, 152–53; R. Cramp, “Schools of Mercian Sculpture,” in Mercian
Studies, ed. A. Dornier (Surrey: Leicester University Press, 1977), 191–233, at 210; David M. Wilson,
Anglo-Saxon Art from the Seventh Century to the Norman Conquest (Woodstock, NY: Overlook,
1984), 80–81, fig. 88.
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reading, and renders it as much a symbol of the logos as a signification of Mary’s
presumed temple activities. Except for the angel, Mary is alone, a defining feature
of Annunciation iconography for the next four hundred years.
Although its exact use is unknown, the carefully wrought casket could have
functioned as a reliquary; its value and rarity implies elite ownership by high-level
sacred or secular leadership, perhaps in the guarded sanctums of a crypt or altar
area. Likewise, the other ivory depiction of Mary’s book, on a situla, was also
meant for clerical use.
We know much more—both the identity of the creator and the specific intended
audience—about a second, contemporary example of Mary’s book. Also in the
third quarter of the ninth century, and less than 120 miles away from Metz,
Otfrid von Weissenburg (c.800–after 871) composed the earliest surviving literary
description of Mary reading at the Annunciation—reading not Isaiah’s prophecy,
but the Psalms. Otfrid studied under Rabanus Maurus (c.780–856) at the monastic
school at Fulda and became a monk at the Abbey of Weissenburg by 830.42
Between 863 and 871 Otfrid wrote a versified version of the Gospels in his
native Old High German, a work of some 15,000 lines titled Liber Evangeliorum,
now commonly called the Evangelienbuch.43 Somewhat like a harmonization of
the Gospels, the poem merges matter from scripture and commentaries into a
chronological account of the life of Christ over the course of five books. Otfrid
opens the section on the Annunciation, “V. Missus est Gabrihel Angelus,” by
describing what Mary is doing as the angel approaches:
There came a messenger from God, an angel from heaven,
He brought to this world an important message.
He flew along the path of the sun, the street of stars,
The way of the clouds, to the lady who belonged to God,
To the noble woman, the same blessed Saint Mary,
Whose ancestors by birth were all kings.
He went into the palace, he found her praising God,
With her psalter in her hands, singing it through until the end,
She was making fine cloths
Out of costly threads—she always did that gladly.44

42

On Rabanus (or Hraban) Maurus, see Brown, “The Carolingian Renaissance,” 40–43.
Schiller seems to be the first modern scholar to mention (albeit in passing) this source in relation to
the Annunciation iconography of Mary’s book (Iconography, 42). F. P. Pickering, in his Literature and
Art in the Middle Ages (London: Macmillan, 1970), 314 and 317, n. 3, uses this passage in a discussion
of how to research iconography in literary sources, but focuses on Mary’s spinning rather than on her
book. On Otfrid and his poem see Arthur F. J. Remy, “Otfried of Weissenburg,” in The Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 11 (New York: Robert Appleton, 1911), http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/11350a.htm
(accessed 24 July 2014).J. Knight Bostock, A Handbook on Old High German Literature, 2nd ed.,
ed. K. C. King and D. R. McLintock (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976), 190–212; Donald A. MacKenzie, Otfrid von Weissenburg: Narrator or Commentator? A Comparative Study (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1967), 7–13; and Linda Archibald, “Otfrid of Weissenburg,” in German Literature
of the Early Middle Ages, ed. Brian Murdoch (Rochester: Camden House, 2004), 139–56—none of
whom comment on this particular innovation of the Annunciation episode.
44
“Tho quam boto fona gote,
engil ir himile,
braht er therera worolti
diuri arunti.
Floug er sunnan pad,
sterrono straza,
43
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Nestled among kennings, Mary holds her book. Exactly as in the Brunswick
Casket, Mary spins and sings at the same time, managing to do both activities
methodically and cheerfully. Multitasking metaphors does not seem to be a problem for the Mother of God. Here, in contrast to Ambrose’s specification of Isaiah,
Otfrid identifies Mary’s book as the Psalter. She sings from it, evoking the description of Mary in the Pseudo-Matthew as “more elegant in the songs of David,”
and reminding us of the complex shading between liturgical, sung engagement
with the Psalms, and the semi- or nonliturgical reading or contemplation on the
Psalms that marked Carolingian monastic practice. Like all Carolingian monks,
Otfrid and the monastic audience of his Evangelienbuch very likely had the Psalms
memorized, though they still could have used smaller, heavily glossed psalters for
private devotion (as depicted with Mary) and larger, specially marked psalters
for liturgical use; in either case, “the literate text served the orality of monastic
worship.”45 Mary’s singing in private suggests the importance of vocalized worship outside the communal liturgy of the Divine Office. Whether she is singing
or reading, however, this continuum of textual engagement all looks the same
when visualized: there is no way to tell if the Virgin of the Brunswick Casket is
studiously reading or joyously singing. Either way, she touches her book.
The details of Mary’s singing the Psalms and spinning would suggest that Otfrid
knew of the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew or at least was familiar with its tradition.
Although Otfrid might have known Ambrose’s commentary on Luke, where Isaiah
is cited as Mary’s reading material, he does not reveal it here; elsewhere he makes
use of the writings of Rabanus, Alcuin, Jerome, Augustine, and others.46
Together, the contemporaneity and proximity of the Brunswick Casket and
Otfrid’s Evangelienbuch strongly suggest that they represent the first flourishing
of the motif of Mary’s book, taking place in the second half of the ninth century;
the ecclesiastical centers involved in this cultural matrix geographically cluster
in northern France and western Germany.47 Both the Brunswick Casket and the
Evangelienbuch seem to have been created for male clerical or monastic audiences.
wega wolkono
zi theru it is frono;
Zi ediles frouun,
selbun sancta Mariun,
thie fordoron bi barne
warun chuninga alle.
Giang er in thia palinza,
fand sia drurenta,
mit salteru in henti,
then sang si unz in enti;
Wahero duacho
wek wirkento
diurero garno,
thaz deda siu io gerno.”
Otfrids Evangelienbuch, ed. Oskar Erdmann, 6th ed., ed. by Ludwig Wolff, Altdeutsche Textbibliothek
49 (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1962); 1.5.3–14, pp. 20–21. I am indebted to Sarah Rogers for assistance
with the translation. For an analysis of these verses see Gisela Vollmann-Profe, Kommentar zu Otfrids
Evangelienbuch, Teil 1, Widmungen; Buch 1, 1–11 (Bonn: Habelt, 1976), pp. 9–12.
45
George Brown, “The Psalms as the Foundation of Anglo-Saxon Learning,” in The Place of the
Psalms, ed. Van Deusen, 1–25, at 6.
46
Remy, “Otfried of Weissenburg.” For a comprehensive study of Otfrid’s source materials, see
Ernst Hellgardt, Die exegetischen Quellen von Otfrids Evangelienbuch (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1981).
47
In addition, the provenance and history of the four extant manuscripts suggest Otfrid’s poem
traveled locally. The manuscripts are now held in Vienna, Heidelberg, Munich, and Berlin (Bostock,
A Handbook, 190–91). His Evangelienbuch seems to have enjoyed some local popularity soon after
its composition, but dropped from circulation within a few generations of readers.
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In one of five short texts closely connected with the poem, a Latin epistle known
as Ad Liutbertum, Otfrid specifies that he was asked by “certain brothers worthy
of memory” to write the work.48 Such a request (or at least the literary pretense
of one), combined with the devotion displayed by the Virgin in the text, aligns
with the renewed focus on prayer and liturgy brought about by Charlemagne’s
renovatio. Under reformist agendas, Carolingian monasteries had evolved into
“powerhouses of prayer” where the intercessory recitation of psalms and masses
played an important political and social role inside and outside the cloister.49
Mary’s prayer, then, both as theological metaphor and practical model, reflects
the very heart of monastic identity in post-reform houses.
Which came first, a pictorial or a textual representation of Mary reading at the
Annunciation? Such a chicken-and-egg question, while unanswerable, captures
the multimedia history of the motif. Somewhat ironically, art history and literary
scholars seem quick to place the honor of the originating medium on each other’s
doorstep. In a discussion of Otfrid’s poetic dynamism, one critic of German
literature writes confidently, “Otfrid no doubt had in mind three pictures such
as he might have seen painted on an altar-piece—the Angel in flight, the Virgin
reading, and the Virgin embroidering—and was not disturbed by the fact that
the last two are incompatible.”50 (We have no surviving early altarpiece of any
kind depicting the Virgin reading: only small ivories, as far as I am aware.) On
the other hand, Robert Melzak refers to Otfrid in his assessment of ivory carving
iconography, postulating that “knowledge of this vernacular work . . . could well
have contributed to the invention of the iconography found on the Braunschweig
Casket.”51 The answer must remain elusive; its very equivocation profoundly
challenges any casual assumption that the image of Mary’s book originated in the
pictorial tradition. From its conception the iconographical detail slipped between
media.
The Annunciation at the Millennium
The momentum of the Carolingian renaissance propelled its educational,
monastic, and ecclesiastical reforms into the tenth century, as well as offshore
to the British Isles. Church leaders in Anglo-Saxon England looked to the
Continent’s success when they sought to reform their own monastic institutions.52 Tenth-century insular art and manuscripts also demonstrate sweeping
48

“Quibusdam memoriae dignis fratribus,” Evangelienbuch, ed. Erdmann, Ad Liutbertum 5–13,
p. 4. A full translation with commentary was published by Francis P. Magoun Jr., “Otfrid’s Ad
Liutbertum,” PMLA 58 (1943): 869–90. Otfrid also tantalizingly refers to a “cujusdam venerandae
matronae, nomine Judith” (a certain venerable woman, named Judith) who encouraged him in the
endeavor; her identity has not been established.
49
De Jong, “Carolingian Monasticism,” 651.
50
Bostock, A Handbook, 204.
51
Melzak, “The Carolingian Ivory Carvings,” 127.
52
For instance, King Edgar (959–75) displayed both his support of insular reform and its ties to
the Continent by requesting “representatives of the monks of Fleury and Ghent to attend a national
synod to lay down a code of religious observance” for England in 970: C. R. Dodwell, Pictorial Arts
of the West 800–1200 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 98.
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innovations inspired by Carolingian scribal practices.53 The transmission of the
motif of Mary’s reading exemplifies the layered nature of such a profound exchange. While the Carolingian renaissance produced the ninth-century Brunswick
Casket, the next surviving pictorial representations of Mary’s book were born
of England’s tenth-century cultural renovatio and its intimate relationship with
continental trends.
Saint Æthelwold (b. between 904 and 909), first abbot of Abingdon and then
bishop of Winchester from 963 until his death in 984, initially established contact
with reformers on the continent to align his monastery at Abingdon with continental monastic practice.54 Out of his later tenure as bishop emerged a stunning
artifact testifying to the abiding influence of the reform movement on the liturgy,
devotion, and art of Anglo-Saxon England. The lavishly decorated Benedictional
of Æthelwold (London, British Library, Additional MS 49598), completed at
Winchester sometime between 971 and 984, most likely c.973, was written at the
command of Æthelwold for his personal use in worship. It survives as the first
extant insular benedictional with a comprehensive cycle of twenty-eight full-page
illustrations and initial pages among its texts.55 An inscription identifies the scribe
(and probably the artist as well) as a monk named Godeman from Old Minster in
Winchester. While the text of a benedictional was limited to the solemn blessings
spoken before the Eucharist, the iconography of the illuminations demonstrates
Æthelwold’s intense personal devotion to the Virgin.56 For the blessing for the
first Sunday in Advent, the beginning of the liturgical year, the manuscript features a full-page illumination of the Annunciation (Fig. 2). Mary sits under a
baldachin, spindle in her left hand, with her right hand hovering over an open
(blank) book. The book rests on a cloth-draped lectern placed between her and
Gabriel. The scene bears a striking resemblance to the Brunswick Casket, and a
common archetype has been suggested.57 Again, the scene is free of any extraneous
figures.
The Benedictional of Æthelwold offers perhaps the earliest insular artistic depiction of the Annunciation with Mary’s book, and one of the first
53
On artistic exchanges between England and the empire (with special attention to the development
of the iconography of several Gospel scenes, but not the Annunciation), and a broader social and
political context, see Veronica Ortenberg, The English Church and the Continent in the Tenth and
Eleventh Centuries: Cultural, Spiritual, and Artistic Exchanges (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1992), 79–94. For a good brief overview of both Continental and insular Carolingian art, see George
Henderson, “Emulation and Invention in Carolingian Art,” in Carolingian Culture, ed. McKitterick,
248–73.
54
The Benedictional of St Æthelwold: A Masterpiece of Anglo-Saxon Art. A Facsimile, introduction
by Andrew Prescott (London: British Library, 2002), 3.
55
Deshman, The Benedictional of Æthelwold, 3. For the date of the Benedictional, see 260–61.
56
Ibid., 3.
57
Deshman points out that not only the Annunciation but also the Nativity and Baptism miniatures
exhibit a remarkable “iconographical likeness” to the earlier ivory carvings of the Casket. He argues for
a common archetype behind the Benedictional, the Casket, and the Kranenberg Situla: a hypothetical
prototype that would have been a “very similar contemporary work from the same Carolingian atelier”
(Deshman, The Benedictional of Æthelwold, 9). See also appendix 2, “The Copy Relationship to the
Brunswick Casket,” 262–66. Other iconographical influences on the Benedictional include Byzantine,
Syrian, and Mediterranean art.
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Fig. 2. The Benedictional of Saint Æthelwold (971–984, c.973). London, British Library,
Additional 49598, fol. 5v. Reproduced by permission of the British Library Board.

illuminations in the West. Critics have largely overlooked the significance of this
fact, as they assume a long pictorial tradition behind the iconography of Mary’s
book, when actually the Benedictional seems to have been at the forefront of its
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development. Both the Metz iconography and the Benedictional are necessarily
silent on exactly which text Mary is reading: the books are blank. While Ambrose
alludes to Mary’s having read Isaiah in the past, Otfrid, working contemporarily
with the Metz carvings, specifies that Mary was reading the Psalms at the moment
of the Gabriel’s arrival.59 At this point in the motif’s emergence, the identity of
the text remains open to those two options: Isaiah and the Psalms.
In this context of cross-cultural monastic reform, then, perhaps some kind of
artistic artifact, or an artist himself, traversed the Channel to provide a model
for this pivotal English Annunciation scene. Considering the limited circulation
of the Evangelienbuch, the argument for its direct influence on the Benedictional
perhaps does not carry much weight: but the Carolingian tradition from which
it came is surely significant. It is worth entertaining the idea that the “common
prototype” was somehow consonant with Otfrid’s statement that the book was
the Psalms and that this was in the mind of the Benedictional artist. The presence
of Ambrose’s Expositio evangelii secundum Lucam in Anglo-Saxon England and
its influence on Bede’s In Lucae evangelium expositio means that in his inclusion
of the book the Benedictional artist may be reflecting both the model of a common
Carolingian artistic archetype as well as the Ambrosian textual tradition.60 In such
an evolutionary enigma, Beckwith wisely reminds us, “it is, of course, difficult to
isolate layers of stylistic influence in English manuscripts and ivory carvings.”61
If the Benedictional was created by 973, as seems likely, it wielded a powerful
effect on insular art, with many of its iconographical features copied from the
last quarter of the tenth century through the eleventh century.62 Although, again,
layers of stylistic influence are difficult to untangle, nevertheless the Benedictional
should be considered a central source of the image of the Virgin reading for later
insular art connected to the Winchester school of illumination, such as the lavishly
illustrated Boulogne Gospels.63
58
Deshman mentions the motif of the book in passing within his lengthy consideration of the
miniature’s unusual clouds, “a remarkably Anglo-Saxon invention. . . . The Anglo-Saxon scene also
associates the cloud with the coming of Emmanuel because the Virgin is shown reading from a book
on a lectern, a motif illustrating the legend that at the Annunciation she was reading Isaiah’s famous
prophecy of the Incarnation: ‘Behold a virgin . . .’” (Deshman, The Benedictional of Æthelwold, 10).
Later on (13), he specifies that “the Metz iconography of the Virgin reading Isaiah 7.14 must have
contributed to the depiction of the symbolic rain cloud.”
59
In a footnote (ibid., 10, n. 6) Deshman cites Pächt, Dodwell, and Wormald, The St. Albans Psalter,
in their reference to Otfrid’s detail of the psalter, which he terms a “variant of the legend.”
60
Deshman demonstrates the influence of Ambrose on the infancy feasts in the Benedictional and
the Drogo Sacramentary, The Benedictional of Æthelwold, 11–12, 42, 55–56.
61
Beckwith, Ivory Carvings, 50, regarding the general relationship between English manuscripts
and ivory carvings.
62
Deshman, The Benedictional of Æthelwold, 254.
63
Boulogne, Bibliothèque municipale, MS 11. For descriptions see Elzbieta Temple, Anglo-Saxon
Manuscripts, 900–1066, vol. 2 of A Survey of Manuscripts Illuminated in the British Isles (London: Harvey Miller, 1976), no. 44, p. 66; and also Thomas H. Ohlgren, Anglo-Saxon Textual
Illustration (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, Western Michigan University, 1992), 54
and plate 9. Fol. 11v features an Annunciation illumination closely resembling that of the Benedictional except that the book is moved from between Gabriel and Mary to her right side. Created
around the end of the tenth century by an Anglo-Saxon visitor at the Abbey of Saint-Bertin, SaintOmer, France, under Abbot Otbert (990–1007), the manuscript demonstrates the “subtle web of
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Fig. 3. An illuminated sacramentary originating at Fulda (c.975/980–990). Göttingen State
and University Library, Cod. MS theol. 231, fol. 30r. Reproduced by permission of the
Göttingen State and University Library.

In that same quarter century before the turn of the millennium, at the monastery
at Fulda in present-day Germany, a series of illuminated sacramentaries were
created that depict Mary’s book. Three manuscripts, the first two dating from
c.975/980–990 and the third from c.990–1011 (Göttingen, Universitätsbibliothek,
MS cod. theol. 231, fol. 30r (Fig. 3); Udine, Biblioteca capitolare, MS 1 (anciennement cod. 76, V), fol. 24v; and Bamberg, Staatliche Bibliothek, MS Lit. 1, fol.
cross-fertilization” between Anglo-Saxon art and Franco-Flemish art that flourished near the turn of
the millennium: Michelle P. Brown, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts (London: British Library, 1991), 77.
In turn, the Boulogne Gospels exhibits a remarkable connection to several other important surviving
Anglo-Saxon illuminated books, none of which features an Annunciation illumination. As the catalog entry for the Ramsey Psalter or Psalter of Oswald (London, British Library, MS Harley 2904)
notes, the artist of its Crucifixion miniature, “who must have travelled, contributed to the decoration of Harley 2506 and Orléans Bibl. Mun. MS 175, both from Fleury; Boulogne Bibl. Mun. MS
11 (the Boulogne Gospels) from Saint-Bertin; and the related New York, Pierpont Morgan Lib. MS
827 (the Anhalt-Morgan Gospels).” On the Ramsey Psalter, see the detailed record for Harley 2904,
htp://tinyurl.com/Harley2904 (accessed 28 May 2014).
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119v) feature Annunciation illuminations very closely related to each other, as
part of the sanctoral cycle of feasts.64 In these three scenes, on the left half of
the field, Mary stands without any furniture or baldachin, with her hand resting
on an open blank book on a tall lectern between her and the left edge of the
frame; on the right, Gabriel alights with his left foot forward and his right hand
raised in greeting (as in Fig. 3, the Fulda sacramentary from Göttingen). With
Gabriel, Mary, and the book shuffled into an entirely different order than that of
the Brunswick Casket, the Benedictional of Æthelwold, or the Boulogne Gospels,
these Fulda sacramentaries seem to reflect a distinct iconographical tradition.65
Perhaps it is the same tradition that may have been known to Otfrid at Fulda over
a century earlier, when he studied under its abbot from 822–42, Rabanus Maurus,
and inspired the poet to describe Mary with her psalter. The sacramentaries do
not, however, include signs of Mary’s spinning or weaving: the book is already
ascendant.
In the Benedictional of Æthelwold and the sacramentaries from Fulda, the
inclusion of the still somewhat new motif of the book in the Annunciation should
be understood as a meaningful reflection of these new ideals of clerical education
and literacy that were the ideological foundation of the religious reforms. Mary’s
reading stands as a pointed reminder of the importance of scripture and the Psalms
for the clerical reader’s conceptualization of the theology of the Incarnation: Christ
is Word made flesh, verbum caro factum est (John 1.14). This concept, however,
was not yet ready for common consumption. All of these luxurious artifacts
were created for higher clergy, for literate abbots or bishops, within monastic
milieus that were sharing sources, scribes, and reforming strategies both locally
and internationally.66
Although illuminated manuscripts such as the Benedictional of Æthelwold and
the Boulogne Gospels represented local and personal devotional tastes, they simultaneously reflected broader trends in the development of the cult of the Virgin.

64
Eric Palazzo, Les sacramentaires de Fulda: Étude sur l’iconographie et la liturgie à l’époque
ottonienne, Liturgiewissenschaftliche Quellen und Forschungen 77 (Münster: Aschendorff, 1994),
on dating the manuscripts, 9; on the Annunciation illuminations, 39–41. On the sacramentaries
see also Palazzo, A History of Liturgical Books from the Beginning to the Thirteenth Century,
trans. Madeleine Beaumont (Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 1998), esp. 56–61. Göttingen, Universitätsbibliothek, MS cod. theol. 231 is edited by Gregor Richter and Albert Schönfelder, Sacramentarium Fuldense saeculi X, Quellen und Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Abtei und der Diözese Fulda,
9 (1912; repr. London: Henry Bradshaw Society, 1980); the Annunciation illumination of fol. 30r is
reproduced on plate 19.
65
A tradition perhaps also represented by a fragment of a carved plaque held in the treasury of the
cathedral of Essen; see Palazzo, Les sacramentaires de Fulda, 41; and H. Schnitzler, “Nachträge zur
spätkarolingischen und frühottonischen Goldschmiedekunst,” in Festschrift für Peter Metz, ed. Ursula
Schlegel and Claus Zoege von Manteuffel (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1965), 99–115.
66
Palazzo discusses Mary’s open book and casts doubt on Thomas Elich’s suggestion that “ce détail
iconographique reflète une pratique courante dans certains milieux laı̈ques de cette période” (emphasis
Palazzo); instead Palazzo notes (as I would agree), “il me semble que cette opinion doit être nuancée
si l’on tient compte de l’impact des traditions iconographiques” without going into further detail:
Palazzo, Les sacramentaires de Fulda, 40–41, nn. 6, 8; Thomas W. Elich, “Le contexte oral de la
liturgie médiévale et le rôle du texte écrit,” 3 vols. (PhD diss., Institut Catholique de Paris et Université
de Paris-Sorbonne [Paris IV], 1988), 3:542–61, at 558.
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At the turn of the millennium the last surges of reform met a fresh and powerful
swell of Marian devotion that was to continue unabated for the next two hundred years.67 New texts explicating Mary’s life joined scores of new hagiographies.
While lay congregations and women often enjoyed the fruits of these innovations,
Marian devotional materials continued to be by and large motivated by monks
and for monks.68 Through much of the eleventh century this claim holds for the
motif of Mary’s book—but not for long.
In France, Chartres and Cluny emerged as influential centers of Marian devotion at the turn of the millennium. Fulbert of Chartres (c.952–1028), bishop
of Chartres from 1006 until his death, was largely responsible for the renewed
Marian devotion marking Chartres during this period.69 One sermon attributed
to Fulbert, Sermon 9, De annunciatione dominica, gestures towards the tradition
of the Virgin’s reading. Gabriel offers a long speech to Mary, saying, “Recall,
Mary, in the book of Isaiah the prophet, the virgin about to give birth of which
you read; and rejoice and exult, because you earned the right to be [her]. You are
the Virgin prefigured there; behold, you will conceive in the womb, not by a man,
but by the Holy Spirit.”70 Fulbert returns to the Ambrosian sentiment: he suggests
that Mary had read the prophecy at some point in the past, but does not depict
her interrupted at her reading when Gabriel arrives. In a sermon within a sermon,
Fulbert explains to Mary how she should understand the prophecies in relation
to herself; indeed, he does the interpretation for her, leaving her as both passive
reader and listener. Fulbert’s contemporary, Odilo of Cluny (c.962–1048), also
contributed to the growing cult of the Virgin with his sermons concerning her
feast days. Odilo joined the monastic community at Cluny in 991, became abbot
in 994, and was active in the reform movement that reshaped eleventh-century
monastic culture.71 He revitalizes the earlier Pseudo-Matthaean tradition of Mary
as a model for the monastic life, especially in her “unshakeable faith, her sincere
humility, her rigorous chastity, and the complete poverty she practiced in her

67
On the transformation of Mary’s cult around the year 1000, Margot Fassler, “Mary’s Nativity,
Fulbert of Chartres, and the Stirps Jesse: Liturgical Innovation circa 1000 and Its Afterlife,” Speculum
75/2 (2000): 389–434, at 390.
68
Rachel Fulton Brown, From Judgment to Passion: Devotion to Christ and the Virgin Mary, 800–
1200 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), 196–97; Miri Rubin, Mother of God: A History
of the Virgin Mary (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009), 121.
69
On Fulbert’s role in the development and magnification of the Feast of the Nativity of the Virgin,
see Fassler, “Mary’s Nativity,” 403–4. It is worth noting that Libellus de nativitate Sanctae Mariae,
another text concerning the Virgin’s life and associated with the resurgence of Marian devotion under
Fulbert, describes the Annunciation (capitulum 9) without adding the detail of Mary reading. See
Libellus de nativitate Sanctae Mariae: Textus et commentarius, in Libri de nativitate Mariae, ed. Rita
Beyers, Corpus Christianorum, Series Apocryphorum, 10 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1997).
70
“Recole, Maria, in libro Isaiae prophetae, virginem quam parituram legisti (Isa. VII, 14); et gaude
atque exsulta, quia tu esse meruisti. Tu ibi praefigurata es Virgo, tu ecce concipies in utero, non de
viro, sed de Spiritu sancto,” PL 141:338B.
71
Klemens Löffler, “St. Odilo,” in The Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 11 (New York: Robert Appleton,
1911), http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/11207c.htm (accessed 28 May 2014). See also Hilda Graef,
Mary: A History of Doctrine and Devotion, 2 vols. (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1963), 1:206.
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life.” Yet perhaps most uniquely suited to contemplative practice is the imitation of Mary’s reading and contemplation, as exemplified at the Annunciation.
Odilo, in Sermon 12, De assumptione dei genitricis Mariae, specifies that Mary
applied herself to “the reflective life” and that when the angel found her, “as was
proper to her profession, Mary was praying and reading.”73 No idle reader, Mary
studies like a professional, or like someone who has made a public profession to
the contemplative life, the speculativa vita: in other words, like a monk.
“What was she reading?” Odilo continues on to ask. “Perhaps the testimonies
of divine scripture occurred to her, concerning that ineffable sacrament that was
born in her, of which there is no doubt.”74 By “that ineffable sacrament,” Odilo
means the Incarnation of the Son of God in Mary’s immaculate womb. He proceeds to describe the “testimonies of divine scripture” familiar to Mary, all of
which prophesy the coming of Christ: Acts 3.22, Genesis 49.10, Numbers 24.17,
Isaiah 7.14, and Isaiah 11.1. Illumined by the Holy Ghost, the Virgin comes to
understand the personal relevance of these last two verses from the “most noble of
the prophets,” nobilissimus prophetarum. Odilo clearly feels confident invoking
the Ambrosian tradition regarding the importance of the Old Testament prophecies to Mary’s understanding of the Incarnational moment, and takes the further
step of imagining Mary caught in the act of reading these prophecies.75 While
Fulbert’s sermon may have reached a wider, possibly mixed congregation of both
clerical and lay people, Odilo likely preached to the same type of audience targeted
by the illuminated manuscripts discussed above: monastic, learned, male.76
When Mary’s book begins to appear in ecclesiastic sculptures and architecture
in the early eleventh century, however, the image reaches a broader audience
outside the cloister. A provocative departure from the established iconography of
the Annunciation can be found carved on a stone capital of the abbey church of
72
Luigi Gambero, SM, Mary in the Middle Ages: The Blessed Virgin Mary in the Thought of
Medieval Latin Theologians, trans. Thomas Buffer (San Francisco: Ignatius, 2005), 89–90.
73
“Officiis et obsequiis speculativae vitae . . . Maria se subdidit”; “ut suae professionis proprium
erat, orabat, legebat,” PL 142:1024B; quoted by Gambero, Mary in the Middle Ages, 90.
74
“Quid legebat? Forsitan occurrebant ei divinae Scripturae testimonia ad illud ineffabile sacramentum quod in ea gerebatur sine dubio pertinentia,” Sermon 12, De Assumptione dei genitricis Mariae,
PL 142:1024B.
75
Odilo’s reliance on Ambrose’s De virginibus shows itself elsewhere in word-for-word quotation;
for an example, see Sermon 14 (PL 142:1042D), as quoted in Gambero, Mary in the Middle Ages, 94.
76
In an interesting contrast with Odilo’s emphasis on Mary’s contemplative reading, another contemporary text describes her as “very zealous in chanting the psalms of David” in the temple but
domesticates her at the Annunciation, where she sits “in quiet seclusion within her home, her blessed
fingers spinning the delicate threads.” This is from a Latin verse life of Mary, written by a nun, the
highly educated and incredibly prolific author-canoness Hrotsvitha (c.935–after 1002) of Gandersheim, a powerful Ottonian monastic foundation. Either Hrotsvitha did not know of the tradition
of Mary reading or she chose not to include it: regardless, even at this opportune moment, Mary
does not yet emerge as a model reader for women. Latin and translation from Gonsalva Wiegand,
The Non-Dramatic Works of Hrosvitha: Text, Translation, and Commentary (PhD diss., Saint Louis
University, 1936): “Carminibus semper studiosa Davidis,” line 335, pp. 32–33; “Post haec secreta
sedebat in aede quieta, / Purpureos digitis filos operans benedictis,” lines 518–20, pp. 42–43. For
background, still see Peter Dronke’s chapter 3 on Hrotsvitha, Women Writers of the Middle Ages: A
Critical Study of Texts from Perpetua (d. 203) to Marguerite Porete (d. 1310) (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1984).
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Fig. 4. Stone capital (before 1107), apse of the abbey church of Saint-Martin d’Ainay,
Lyons. Image reproduced from Otto Pächt, C. R. Dodwell, and F. Wormald, eds., The St.
Albans Psalter (London: Warburg Institute, 1960), 64, fig. 117a.

Saint-Martin d’Ainay, Lyon (Fig. 4). The building was begun around 1040 and
consecrated in 1107 under Abbot Gaucerand.77 In this carving Mary sits under a
baldachin to the right of Gabriel; her left hand is raised, palm facing out, and in her
right hand she holds open a book so that the viewer can read its pages, on which
are written the letters “EC/CE.” Otto Pächt states that this “ECCE” alludes to
the prophecy of Isaiah 7.14, “Ecce virgo concipiet . . . ,” although I would suggest
that it also simultaneously echoes Mary’s own words from Luke 1.38, “Ecce
ancilla domini . . .”. Thus she could be holding either the Old Testament or her
own account, as in the New Testament, in an early iconographic gesture towards
the banderoles, or word scrolls, that often portrayed the spoken word in later
Annunciation scenes. Doubly beholding, Mary’s book pronounces her words of
the Gospel as well as the prophecy that foretells them. “Ecce” presents the perfect
intersection between Old and New Testament: the single word pronounces, from
both scriptures, the coming of the Lord, commanding Mary as well as the viewer
to behold the moment of the Incarnation. As the Virgin reads the prophecy, she
77

From Pächt, Dodwell, and Wormald, The St. Albans Psalter, 64.
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simultaneously presents her book to the viewer’s gaze, encouraging us to read
through the proclamation of Isaiah in order to hear her utterance.78
This publicly viewable depiction of the Annunciation, however, still adheres to
the tradition of portraying Gabriel finding Mary alone in a space marked by her
canopied throne as holy or royal: in other words, still in a position analogous
to that of the monk or cleric. All the images included here—the majority of the
earliest extant Reading Annunciates—share not only the iconographic feature of a
book, but also the baldachin, the canopied throne cognate with the altar ciborium.
The baldachin and ciborium possess four columns with a canopy, usually vaulted,
and often curtains on the sides. Probably employed continuously from its antique
origins and into the Carolingian period, the canopied throne signified the power
of both secular and sacred figures, such as emperors, kings, popes, and bishops.79
Early portraits of the four Evangelists likewise portrayed them under baldachins
or beside a ciborium, frequently with curtains suspended behind or tied around
one of the columns in a style reminiscent of the Benedictional Annunciation.80 By
being placed underneath such a canopied throne with her book, Mary projects
both the royalty accorded to her from David’s house (a prominent theme in Byzantine iconography, also picked up by Otfrid when he describes her in a palace),
as well as the authority of the Evangelists, who are also accompanied by their
books.81 Yet the related form of the ciborium, which began as an architectonic
roof covering over an altar and later took on the general signification reserved
for an “object whose status partook of the sacral,”82 means that Mary’s canopied
throne simultaneously suggests her sanctified status as the bearer of God, as the
vessel for the Incarnation, as the first site of the confection of the Eucharist. The
curtains of the ciborium, as well as of Mary’s throne, recall the veil of the Temple
of Jerusalem, the parochet that protected the Holy of Holies from view; thus these
Annunciations strengthen the Virgin’s equivalence with the Lady of the Temple
and the Tabernacle.83 The columns, canopy, and curtains doubly cloister her body
78
Another trend should be considered at this point: throughout the eleventh century, Mary appears
with a book in several illuminations centered not on her but on her Son. For example, London, British
Library, MS Stowe 944, fol. 6r (c.1031) places Christ in majesty within a mandorla, with Peter holding
his key on the right and the Virgin holding a closed book on the left. Both New York, Pierpont Morgan
Library, MS 709, fol. 1v (c.1051/65) and London, BL MS Arundel 60, fol. 12v (c.1073) depict Christ
on the cross; at his feet John the Evangelist and his book stand on the right and the Virgin with her
book on the left. Though Mary’s book here might reflect the influence of models of book-bearing
male figures, it must also be seen as echoing the growing prominence of the Reading Annunciate. The
image of Mary holding the book at the foot of Christ on the cross or in majesty reminds the viewer
that although Mary did not author her own gospel, like John beside her or the other Evangelists with
their texts, she did author the human flesh of the Son of God.
79
See, for example, the baldachin over Emperor Constantius II in a later copy of the fourth-century
Chronography of 354 (Vatican Library, MS cod. Barberini lat. 2154, fol. 21v).
80
As in the Anglo-Saxon manuscript, the Stockholm Codex Aureus (Stockholm, Swedish Royal
Library, MS A. 35, fol. 9v, and elsewhere) and many other early medieval manuscripts.
81
G. van Hemeldonck, “Ciborium (ii),” in Grove Art Online, http://www.oxfordartonline.
com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T017726 (accessed 28 May 2014).
82
Günter Bandmann, Early Medieval Architecture as Bearer of Meaning, trans. Kendall Wallis (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2005), 185.
83
Margaret Barker’s book The Great High Priest: The Temple Roots of Christian Liturgy (New
York: T & T Clark, 2003), 206–7, details the connection between the veil of the Holy of Holies and
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within the frame of the image and the confines of the temple. In every way Mary’s
covered throne denotes not a domestic space but a sacred one, with additional
royal connotations. She is not at home but in the temple, performing the same
sacred rites as the religious men and women targeted as the audience for early
medieval Reading Annunciates.
The Rise of Mary’s Reading in the Long Twelfth Century
These millennial examples forecast a watershed in the history of Mary’s book:
starting in the late eleventh century, the motif suddenly proliferated throughout
Europe, achieving ubiquity within a century.84 This decisive moment in the motif’s development stands at the symbolic center of a set of simultaneous cultural
developments: the growth of the cult of the Virgin, the expansion in women’s
religious life, and an overall increase in religious women’s literacy (though with
complicated shifts between Latin and the vernaculars) and access to books. The
meteoric rise in popularity of Mary’s book over the course of the long twelfth
century85 also coincided with a dynamic shift in audiences: expanding beyond a
male, monastic audience, this period presents new devotional uses of the image
for religious female audiences. First I will outline the cultural developments mentioned above, and then I will use that context to situate three case studies of the
Annunciation as a mimetic opportunity specifically for enclosed women.
The so-called twelfth-century renaissance has been rightly called a golden period for the cult of Mary.86 Rapid creation of church buildings, monastic institutions, pilgrimage sites, relic veneration, liturgical compositions, theological
treatises, and pious vernacular works, all focused on the Mother of God, transformed the spiritual face of Europe. In France both Cluny and Chartres emerged
as centers of Marian worship. Around 1100—just one or two generations after Odilo speculated on Mary’s reading—the Cluny Lectionary was elaborately
illuminated, including a Reading Annunciate closely related, iconographically, to
the Benedictional of Æthelwold.87 When Chartres Cathedral was rebuilt c.1145–
50, its building boasted two of the earliest French architectural Annunciations,
both with books: carved in the stone of the royal portal on the west façade

the later ciborium. Barker, “Wisdom Imagery,” also makes a claim for the Virgin’s connection with
the Tabernacle but does not look at these Western medieval iconographic correlations laid out above.
84
Nigel J. Morgan offers a representative sampling of Annunciation drawings and illuminations
from this period, all of which feature a book: see figures 5–10 in vol. 1 of Early Gothic Manuscripts:
1190–1285 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982).
85
For my purposes, the “long twelfth century” begins about 1080; on this periodization, see Noble’s
introduction in European Transformations: The Long Twelfth Century, ed. Thomas F. X. Noble and
John Van Engen (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2012), 1–6.
86
For further Marian context in this period, see Gambero, Mary in the Middle Ages, 105–8; Fulton,
From Judgment to Passion, chapters 5–8; and Rubin, “The Emergence of Mary’s Hegemony, 1000–
1200,” in Mother of God, 121–190.
87
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS nouv. acq. lat. 2246, fol. 6r. Fernand Mercier calls
it “le roi des manuscrits de Cluny” in Les primitifs français: La peinture clunysienne en Bourgogne
à l’époque romane, son histoire et sa technique (Paris: A. Picard, 1931), plates 92–94, pp. 128, 166;
quotation at p. 128. See also Pächt, Dodwell, and Wormald, The St. Albans Psalter, 66.
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(right/south tympanum) and captured in the stained glass depiction of the Life of
Christ (west front rose window).88 Mary’s reading could now be seen by all who
approached the church, not only by the clerics and monks with access to illuminated liturgical books or sermons addressed to monastic audiences. It is important
to note that as the cult of the Virgin grew, she functioned as multimodal model
for all Christians—men and women, lay and monastic, religious and secular.
Within this general intensification and vernacularization of religious culture,
women also found room to participate in both lay and monastic spirituality to
a new degree. As William Flynn has phrased it, “Whether one characterizes the
twelfth century as a period of intellectual and cultural renaissance, of emerging
scholastic and monastic cultures, or of ecclesiastical reformation in both secular
and monastic institutions, it is clear that the century saw a tenfold increase in the
number of, if not in the relative status of, women’s institutions.”89 In England,
the renaissance of the twelfth century saw a particularly dramatic multiplication
of women’s opportunities to lead a religious life. In 1100, only the most wealthy
English women might have had the option of joining the twenty or so female
religious communities, most of which followed the Benedictine Rule. Sixty years
later, that generation’s daughters and granddaughters had the choice of over a
hundred houses for religious women living under a variety of rules, as well as the
option of anchoritism, a solitary life of prayer in a cell attached to a parish church.
Sometimes anchoresses operated as small communities of women, sharing a suite
of cells, with adjoining cells, or even as a far-flung network.
In these varieties of religious enclosure could be found the majority of the literate
women of this period. Though the increase in opportunities for religious life might
thus seem to suggest a rise in women’s literacy, the actual story is as complex as
the idea of medieval literacy itself. Religious women’s ability to write Latin and
read difficult Latin texts seems to have slowly declined between 1100 and 1200,
becoming rare by 1300; women’s ability to read Latin declined less precipitously.90

88
On Mary in the Chartres portal, see Laura Spitzer, “The Cult of the Virgin and Gothic Sculpture:
Evaluating Opposition in the Chartres West Façade Capital Frieze,” Gesta 33 (1994): 132–50 (133
on the Annunciation); and Adelheid Heimann, “The Capital Frieze and Pilasters of the Portail Royal,
Chartres,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 31 (1968), 73–102; on Mary at Chartres
in general, see Margot Fassler, The Virgin of Chartres: Making History through Liturgy and the Arts
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010). The image of Gabriel exhibits the recent development of
the text scroll, or banderole, which displays his opening words to Mary. This feature can also be found
in a stone carving of the Annunciation at Fountains Abbey, North Yorkshire, a Cistercian monastery
built in 1132.
89
William T. Flynn, “Ductus figuratus et subtilis: Rhetorical Interventions for Women in Two
Twelfth-Century Liturgies,” in Rhetoric beyond Words: Delight and Persuasion in the Arts of the
Middle Ages, ed. Mary Carruthers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 250–80, at 250.
For discussions of the shifts in women’s religious opportunities in this period, see B. L. Venarde,
Women’s Monasticism and Medieval Society: Nunneries in France and England, 890–1215 (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1997), 52–88; Sharon K. Elkins, Holy Women of Twelfth-Century England
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1988), esp. chapters 2 and 3; and Ann K. Warren,
Anchorites and Their Patrons in Medieval England (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985).
90
Barbara Newman describes the fate of women’s Latinity as “one of the more uneven and perplexing transitions of the twelfth century” in her article “Liminalities: Literate Women in the Long Twelfth
Century,” in European Transformations, ed. Noble and Van Engen, 354–402, at 354. For the evidence
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However, the increased use of the vernacular (Middle English, but also AngloNorman) fueled an overall rise in women’s reading literacy over the course of the
long twelfth century. These complex trends are demonstrated by the case studies
below: in 1080, Eva the anchoress was reading and writing Latin at a high level; in
1130, Christina could likely read Anglo-Norman and maybe some Latin; in 1160,
Aelred’s sister could read Latin but probably not at Eva’s advanced level; around
1215, the Ancrene Wisse was written for a female anchoritic audience fluent in
Middle English but needing almost all Latin translated. What is incontrovertible
is that in the long twelfth century rising populations of enclosed women created
higher demand for bespoke religious literature catering to them as a specific
audience. They became a market of readers just as Mary became defined as one.
Three Case Studies: The Shift to a Female Religious Audience
In this cultural context, then, the motif of Mary’s reading became a familiar
feature of Annunciations across Europe. Yet even as publicly viewable artistic
depictions of the scene (like those of Chartres) reached wider audiences, textual
depictions of this specific moment in Mary’s life began to be focused on the particular audience of enclosed religious women. Whether they were virgins, wives,
or widows, in choosing a life of celibacy and prayer, enclosed reading women
mirrored, or found themselves mirrored by, Mary at the Annunciation. Three
case studies serve to demonstrate how in this period the Annunciation became a
powerful locus of mimetic prayer fostered specifically for religious women. I will
examine how Goscelin of Saint-Bertin’s Liber confortatorius, Christina of Markyate’s vita and the Saint Albans Psalter, and Aelred’s De institutione inclusarum
each parallel Mary’s literate devotion at the Annunciation with the devotions of
their female solitary subjects. Though at the same moment the motif became incredibly popular, that does not lessen its new prominence as a symbol of female
literacy. On the one hand, Mary’s reading necessarily reflects the historical reality
of women’s reading: obviously the image would not have been so successful in the
West if it did not seem culturally acceptable that a woman might know how to
read and be pursuing this activity by herself. On the other hand, Mary’s reading
can also function as a model for reality to reflect: if Mary can read, so can a
woman who looks up to her, who desires to mirror her life on the Virgin’s.
Goscelin of Saint-Bertin (c.1040–1114) emigrated to England from France at
the age of twenty, and soon became affiliated with the royal nunnery at Wilton,
probably serving as a chaplain. He began mentoring and tutoring the nun Eva
(c.1058–1120) while she was still a child. Sometime between 1080 and 1083,
in response to the news that she had fled England to become an anchoress in
behind these transitions in literacy see Alexandra Barratt, “Small Latin? The Post-Conquest Learning
of English Religious Women,” in Anglo-Latin and Its Heritage: Essays in Honour of A. G. Rigg on
his 64th Birthday, ed. Siân Echard and Gernot R. Wieland, Publications of the Journal of Medieval
Latin 4 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2001), 51–65; Bella Millett, “Women in No Man’s Land: English Recluses
and the Development of Vernacular Literature in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries,” in Women
and Literature in Britain, 1150–1500, ed. Carol M. Meale (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1993), 86–103; Green, Women Readers in the Middle Ages, 30–42, 129–65.
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France, he wrote her a long, letter-like guide to living the enclosed life: the Liber
confortatorius.91 In Book 3 Goscelin has been discussing the virtues of reading the
scriptures when he segues into an exploration of the day of Christ’s redemption
and how its hours can be mapped onto the hours of the Divine Office. He offers
Eva an account of Mary at the Annunciation: “As she rose [she] intoned the
gradual psalm; and when she arrived at the verse where it says, ‘May the Lord
watch over your comings in and goings out’ [Psalm 120.8]—at that very moment
the Archangel Gabriel entered with heavenly splendor, so that the Virgin appeared
to be receiving him with this greeting. More importantly, she received the one who
the messenger said would be born of her, and the Lord would be watching over his
‘going in,’ in his conception, and over his ‘going out,’ in his birth. Thus, her spirit
rejoicing from this angelic message in God her savior, she entered the Synagogue
chanting the following psalm: ‘I was glad when they said to me, let us go into the
house of the Lord.’ [Psalm 121.1]”92
This anecdote describes Mary’s most private devotions: just rising from bed,
still in the dark, the Virgin sings for none other than God, when suddenly the
angel surprises her. The psalm verse at which Gabriel enters, “May the Lord
watch over your comings in and goings out,” is one of the gradual psalms, those
imagined by the Pseudo-Matthew to have been recited by Mary as she ascended
the fifteen steps (gradus) to the altar of the temple where she was dedicated as a
young virgin.93 In Goscelin’s story, we see Mary begin her singing in the privacy
of her own room or cell, when she receives the angel; after that she proceeds to the

91
For more biographical background on Goscelin and Eva, see C. H. Talbot, “The Liber confortatorius of Goscelin of Saint Bertin,” Studia Anselmiana 37 (1955), 1–117, at 5–22.
92
“Surgeret et Canticum graduum inter surgendum timpanizaret, ad hunc uersum ubi dixit: Dominus custodiat introitum tuum et exitum tuum, ingressum fuisse Gabrielem archangelum cum celesti
splendore, adeo ut uirgo uideretur hunc tali salutatione excipere, immo illum quem nuntius ferebat
nasciturum ex se, cuius Dominus custodiret introitum in conceptione, et exitum in natiuitate; atque
ita de angelico nuntio exultante spiritu in Deo salutari suo, sinagogam intrasse cum sequentis psalmi
cantico. Letatus sum im his que dicta sunt michi. In domum Domini ibimus.” The Latin is edited
by Talbot, “The Liber confortatorius of Goscelin” = M. M. Lebreton, J. Leclerq, and C. H. Talbot,
Analecta monastica: Textes et études sur la vie des moines au moyen âge, 3rd ser. (Rome: Herder,
1955), 1–117. I will be using the translation by Monika Otter, The Book of Encouragement and Consolation (Liber confortatorius): The Letter of Goscelin to the Recluse Eva (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer,
2004). Excerpts from the Liber are identified by book, page numbers from Talbot’s edition, and
translation author and page numbers in parentheses; this passage is Liber confortatorius 3, Talbot, 83
(Otter, 100–101). Another translation, by W. R. Barnes and Rebecca Hayward, is available in Writing
the Wilton Women: Goscelin’s “Legend of Edith” and “Liber confortatorius,” ed. Stephanie Hollis
et al., Medieval Women: Texts and Contexts 9 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2004), 97–212.
93
Originating in the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew 4.1, when Joachim and Anna drop her off at the
temple: “Quae cum posita esset ante templum, quindecim gradus templi ita cursim ascendit” (And
when she was put down before the temple, she swiftly ascended the fifteen steps); ed. Gijsel. The
fifteen steps correspond with Psalms 120–34 in the Vulgate numbering. In medieval monasteries, the
gradual psalms were often recited silently by the monks as they processed from their dormitories and
entered the night office of matins: see Otter, The Book of Encouragement and Consolation, p. 100,
n. 86, as well as Henri Leclerq, “Office divin,” in Dictionnaire d’archéologie chrétienne et de liturgie,
vol. 12 (Paris: Letouzey et Ané, 1935), cols. 1962–2017, at col. 2006. There was a rich tradition of
Mary’s ascent of the fifteen steps in later medieval literature, including Elizabeth of Töss’s Revelations,
Philippe de Mézières’s Presentation Play, and the Mary Play of the N-Town Plays.
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temple, continuing her psalm chant. Mary remains in the privacy of her room,
where she first recites the Psalms to receive both Gabriel and the incarnate Christ.
The Virgin’s solitary room comes to mirror Eva’s cell; their solitude merges. For
Goscelin, “an anchorite’s cell is an ideal site for devotional literary activity,” as
Hayward and Hollis point out—the anchorhold and Mary’s room are as jointly
idealized as the bodies they contain.95 Goscelin seems to imply that he used the
anecdote to guide his own meditative practice; in passing it on to Eva, he parallels
the historical transference of the motif from a male monastic audience to a female
enclosed audience. He sets up the anecdote as an exemplary story that can be
imitated by the reader Eva. Perhaps he considers Mary to have found a more
perfect reflection in his protégée anchoress than in himself.
With the Psalms and their music memorized, and the Divine Office disturbing
her sleep, Mary’s transformation into a monastic figure—begun centuries before
in the Pseudo-Matthew—is now complete. The solitary performance seems semiliturgical and bookless; though she sings like Otfrid’s Virgin, Goscelin’s Virgin
sings empty-handed, liberating the Psalms from their textual embodiment. What
becomes important in this scene is not the codex itself but the same symbolic power
represented by the physical psalter as by its performance: the power of the psalm
text to interpret the present moment of the Incarnation, to act as a way of using the
Old Testament to understand the opening event of the New Testament. Mary is
not just singing or reading, she is experiencing an interpretation of the psalm verse.
Goscelin explicates the new meaning of the psalm as Mary now understands it:
the words come to describe Christ’s conception in her womb. Instead of stressing
the divine plan or even quoting Gabriel’s announcement, Goscelin focuses on the
ability of Mary’s engagement with scripture to align with, even precipitate, the
Incarnation; the implication is that Eva, too, can use her literacy and her liturgy to
invoke God’s grace by reciting the Psalms. Elsewhere Goscelin explicitly endorses
this concept for Eva, encouraging her to conceive Christ spiritually: “In loving
uniquely one so worthy of love conceive him, carry him, give birth to him, feed
him. Let him deign in you from infancy to be born and to grow to the fullness of
love.”96 In the Annunciation anecdote, Eva is invited to share the interpretation
of the psalm verse and understand Christ as coming into her own soul as he came
into Mary’s womb. Goscelin’s Liber is one of the first texts to transform Mary’s
94
Otter reads the passage differently when she comments that “the monk would take his seat in
the choir every night saying his gradual psalms, picturing the Virgin doing the same—and being
impregnated by Gabriel’s greeting at that very moment.” I would argue the text depicts Mary moving
to the choir after Gabriel’s greeting: see Monika Otter, “Entrances and Exits: Performing the Psalms
in Goscelin of St. Bertin’s Liber Confortatorius,” Speculum 83/2 (2008): 283–302, at 286. In my
forthcoming book, I engage at length with Otter’s analysis of the full passage, to which I am indebted
here.
95
Hayward and Hollis, “The Female Reader in the Liber confortatorius,” in Writing the Wilton
Women, ed. Hollis et al., 385–99, at 386. Gopa Roy also touches on Goscelin’s creation of the
anchoritic reader in “Sharpen Your Mind with the Whetstone of Books: The Female Recluse as Reader
in Goscelin’s Liber confortatorius, Aelred of Rievaulx’s De institutione inclusarum and the Ancrene
Wisse,” in Women, the Book and the Godly: Selected Proceedings of the St. Hilda’s Conference, 1993,
vol. 1, ed. Lesley Smith and Jane H. M. Taylor (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1995), 113–122.
96
“Tam amabilem unice diligendo, concipe, parturi, gigne, enutri. A paruo nasci et in plenitudinem
caritatis crescere dignetur tibi.” Liber confortatorius 4, Talbot, 107 (Otter, 194).
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textual engagement in the Annunciation episode into a mimetic opportunity for a
female reader.
Thus Goscelin describes an Annunciation scene that undoubtedly relies upon
the established tradition of Mary’s book, and yet pushes beyond it. He presents a
sophisticated narrative version of the Reading Annunciate iconography that might
have been familiar to Eva; how else, after all, to visually represent psalm singing
but with a psalter? His familiarity with that Annunciation iconography makes
sense: in fact, Goscelin’s travels overlap closely with the places of origin of two
of the earliest extant manuscript illuminations of the Reading Annunciate—the
Benedictional of Æthelwold and the Boulogne Gospels. The earlier Benedictional
seems to have inspired, or at least have some connection to, the later Boulogne
Gospels, which were created by an Anglo-Saxon visitor at the Abbey of SaintBertin. That is the same Franco-Flemish monastery where, a few decades later,
Goscelin spent time as a monk before leaving for England sometime around 1053–
58.97 If the Anglo-Saxon artist responsible for the Boulogne Gospels was familiar
with (or even responsible for) the Benedictional of Æthelwold, he would have
spent time in the Winchester area, where the Benedictional was created for Bishop
Æthelwold. Winchester is only about forty miles from the convent of Wilton.
Goscelin, therefore, dwelled at or near the two religious centers that produced the
earliest extant insular Annunciation illuminations featuring Mary’s book.
***
In the early twelfth century, a Cambridgeshire woman fled her family to pursue
the chaste, pious life she longed for. Though she was not vowed as an anchoress,
Christina of Markyate essentially became one when she hid for two years first
with the recluse Alfwen at Flamsted, and then for four years with the hermit Roger
at Markyate. Around 1131 she made a monastic profession at Saint Albans and
began her relationship with its abbot, Geoffrey de Gorran. Although Christina’s
Vita breaks off around 1142, we know that by 1145 she had successfully founded
a priory at Markyate.98 Christina is survived not only by her Vita but also by
a remarkable artifact: the Saint Albans Psalter (Hildesheim, Dombibliothek, MS
Sankt Godehard 1; Fig. 5). This huge and beautiful tome of 209 pages and 40 fullpage illuminations was created at Saint Albans in a complex fashion over a number
of years; the details of its creation, who it was intended for, and who actually used
it all remain under debate. Many scholars hold that the manuscript was created
for Christina’s use between c.1119–c.1136/9.99 Whether or not it was used by
97
William of Malmesbury describes Goscelin as “monachus de Sancto Bertino”: William of Malmesbury, De gestis regum Anglorum, ed. William Stubbs, Roll Series (London: H. M. Stationary Office,
1889), 2:389; cited by Talbot, “The Liber confortatorius,” 5.
98
For the Latin and a facing-page translation of the Vita, see C. H. Talbot, ed. and trans., The Life
of Christina of Markyate: A Twelfth Century Recluse (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998; 1st
ed., Oxford, 1959). Talbot, 14–15, reconstructs a chronology of Christina’s life. See also the helpful
article by Henrietta Leyser, “Christina of Markyate: An Introduction,” in Christina of Markyate: A
Twelfth-Century Holy Woman, ed. Samuel Fanous and Henrietta Leyser (London: Routledge, 2005),
1–12.
99
Large-scale studies of the Saint Albans Psalter include Pächt, Dodwell, and Wormald, The St.
Albans Psalter (1960); more recently, Kristine Haney’s The St. Albans Psalter: An Anglo-Norman
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Fig. 5. Saint Albans Psalter (c.1140–46). Hildesheim, Dombibliothek, MS Sankt Godehard
1, fol. 19. Reproduced by permission of the Dombibliothek Hildesheim.

Song of Faith (New York: Peter Lang, 2002); Jane Geddes’s The St Albans Psalter: A Book
for Christina of Markyate (London: British Library, 2005); and The St. Albans Psalter: Painting and Prayer in Medieval England, ed. Kristen Collins, Peter Kidd, and Nancy K. Turner (Los
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Christina—perhaps unprovable either way—its pictorial program still strongly
suggests a close association with the idea and idealization of a holy woman. One of
the full-page miniatures is the Annunciation, with Mary seated under a baldachin
and holding an open (but blank) book in her lap (Fig. 5).100 This may be one of
the earliest Reading Annunciate illuminations extant from the British Isles since
the Benedictional of Æthelwold, over 150 years before.101 It stands at the cusp
Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 2013). Recent essential articles include Morgan Powell, “Making the
Psalter of Christina of Markyate (the St. Albans Psalter),” Viator 36 (2005): 293–335; and Kathryn
Gerry, “The Alexis Quire and the Cult of Saints at St Albans,” Historical Research 82 (2009): 593–
612, where she presents a skeptical reading of the connection between Christina and the psalter,
arguing that it was more likely made for the monastic community at Saint Albans than for an individual. Images and transcriptions of the entire manuscript, along with commentary by Geddes,
can be found on the website The St Albans Psalter Project hosted by the University of Aberdeen,
http://www.abdn.ac.uk/stalbanspsalter/english/index.shtml; there is also a printed facsimile by Johann
Bepler and Jane Geddes with codicological commentary by Peter Kidd, The St. Albans Psalter (Simbach am Inn, Germany: Müller und Schindler, 2008). The more extensive bibliography surrounding
this manuscript is critically surveyed in Gerry, “The Alexis Quire.” My thanks to Morgan Powell for
his guidance on criticism concerning the psalter and Christina.
100
This illumination, Clanchy claims, “is the earliest representation to show the Virgin Mary unequivocally as a reader meditating on a text”: From Memory to Written Record, 193 and n. 26. He
qualifies this claim by noting that “there are Carolingian and Anglo-Saxon representations of the
Virgin Annunciate with an open book on a lectern, and eleventh-century ones of her with a closed
book on her lap. Christina’s Psalter is the first representation to combine the open book with the
lap, i.e. it shows the Virgin in a domestic setting.” However, we have seen that much earlier choir
capital from Saint-Martin d’Ainay (Fig. 4) shows a similar version combining an open book with
the lap and no lectern. Moreover, there is nothing to suggest a “domestic setting” in the St. Albans’
illumination in contrast to other representations—in fact, it features the baldachin, or covered throne,
which implies a temple or sacred setting and marks many Annunciation representations from the
ninth century on, as I have noted above. Finally, while the presence of a lectern may offer us the
option of interpreting the setting as liturgical or semiliturgical, it does not preclude the setting of a
cell, or anchorhold, where the reader may be interacting in any number of ways with a book on
a lectern: by singing, reading, praying, meditating, or any combination of these. This present essay
also corrects Clanchy’s assertion that Mary’s book was only ever open in Annunciations from the
fourteenth century or later: see M. T. Clanchy, “Images of Ladies with Prayer Books: What Do They
Signify?,” in The Church and the Book, Studies in Church History 38, ed. R. N. Swanson (Woodbridge:
Boydell, 2004), 106–22, at 111, an article I engage with at length in my larger book project on the
Annunciation.
101
Three near-contemporary Reading Annunciate examples include Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS
Douce 293, a psalter probably created at Durham sometime between 1121 and 1173, where the Annunciation (fol. 8r) uniquely features Gabriel holding Mary’s book for her; fol. 7r of the Winchester
Psalter, British Library, Cotton MS Nero C.iv, created in Winchester around 1150 for either Henry of
Blois, bishop of Winchester (1129–71), patron of the arts and brother of King Stephen, or for a female
patron; and fol. 11r of Bodleian Library, MS Gough Liturg. 2, made in northern England between
1180–1200. All three illuminations share the architectonic framework of two arches with a column
dividing the figures. On Douce 293, see Falconer Madan et al., A Summary Catalogue of Western
Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library at Oxford Which Have Not Hitherto Been Catalogued in the
Quarto Series, 7 vols. in 8 (vol. 2 in 2 parts), (Oxford, 1895–1953), 4:583. For a scanned image of
the catalog page, go to http://www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/dept/scwmss/wmss/medieval/mss/douce.htm (accessed 28 May 2014). On the Winchester Psalter, see Francis Wormald, The Winchester Psalter
(London: Harvey Miller and Medcalf, 1973), and Kristine Haney, The Winchester Psalter: An
Iconographic Study (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1986). Beckwith, Ivory Carvings, 89–
91, discusses the Winchester Psalter in relation to surviving English ivory art of the twelfth
century—none of which are Annunciations including Mary’s book. For Gough Liturg. 2, see Nigel
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of the motif’s ubiquity in insular art; its presence in a book connected to a holy
woman gives it a special significance. Jane Geddes has remarked upon the “distinct
feminine bias” suggested by the frequent inclusion of actively participating women
in the miniatures.102 In this way the decision to include Mary’s book resonates
with a scene in Christina’s hagiography where the holy woman is described in the
same space and posture as Mary at the Annunciation, albeit with very different
guests:
In the meantime her concealment and her peaceful existence irritated the devil: her
reading and singing of the psalms by day and night were a torment to him. For although
in her hiding-place she was hidden from men, she could never escape the notice of the
demons. And so to terrify the reverend handmaid of Christ toads invaded her cell
to distract her attention by all kinds of ugliness from God’s beauty. Their sudden
appearance, with their big and terrible eyes, was most frightening, for they squatted
here and there, arrogating the middle of the psalter which lay open on the lap [of the
virgin] all hours of the day for [the use of the bride of Christ]. But when she refused to
move and would not give up her singing of the psalms, they went away, which makes
one think that they were devils, especially as they appeared unexpectedly; and as the cell
was closed and locked on all sides it was not possible to see where they came from, or
how they got in or out.103

Like the Virgin, Christina is depicted as isolating herself from the world, with only
her psalter as companion, held specifically in her lap in direct parallel to the illumination. Not only could this description be evoking explicitly the iconography
of the Annunciation (aligning Christina with the Virgin, as it does elsewhere), it
could possibly be describing her usage of the Saint Albans Psalter itself. The narrator presents her as the ideal recluse: her body and soul perfectly contained by the
walls around her, she dedicates herself to intensive praying of the Psalms. Except
that—like Mary with Gabriel—her room does not perfectly protect her from supernatural beings. This paradoxically porous cell offers a perverse inversion of the
Annunciation scene intended to validate Christina’s physical and spiritual sanctity. Christina’s concealment invites not an angel, but a visitation of devilish toads,

J. Morgan, Early Gothic Manuscripts: 1190–1285 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982), 1,
no. 16.
102
Jane Geddes, “The Feminine Aspect,” in “Understanding the Miniatures,” in The St Albans Psalter Project, University of Aberdeen, http://www.abdn.ac.uk/stalbanspsalter/english/essays/
miniatures.shtml (accessed 28 May 2014). See also M. E. Carrasco, “The Imagery of the Magdalen
in Christina of Markyate’s Psalter (The St Albans Psalter),” Gesta 37 (1999): 67–80; M. H. Caviness, “Anchoress, Abbess, Queen: Donors and Patrons or Intercessors and Matrons?,” in The Cultural
Patronage of Medieval Women, ed. J. H. McCash (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1996), 105–53.
103
“Interim latebre sue vitaque tranquilla diabolum exacerbabant. lecciones ac psalmodia die noctuque cruciabant. Quanquam enim occultat lateret homines: nequaquam latebat et demones. Qui
ad deterrendam reverendam ancillam Christi: bufones irrumpebant in carcerem: eo quod averterent
virginis obtutum. specie illa per omnem deformitatem. Apparebant subito teterrima. terribilibus ac
spaciosis orbibus oculorum. sedebant hinc et hinc: psalterio vendicantes medium locum in gremio
virginis quod propemodum omnibus horis iacebat expansum in usum sponse Christi. At cum illa nec
se moveret nec psalmodiam dimitteret: iterum abibant. Unde magis credendum est eos fuisse demones.
presertim quia deformita te tales apparentes et insperate comparentes videri non potuit unde venerint
vel quo devenerint vel quo exierint: adeo carcer ille clauses erat et obstructus undique,” Talbot, Life,
98–99. My amendments to his translation are bracketed.
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who perniciously cluster on her book. Rather than being invisibly impregnated
by the Holy Spirit, Christina suddenly finds the toads attempting to molest her
gremium—with a semantic range including lap, bosom, womb, interior, female
genital part—but both body and soul are protected by the book.104 Her psalter
operates as a physical protection against the lechery symbolized by the toads; as a
moral protection, it keeps her attention on Christ and away from the distractions
of the devil. Her steadfast concentration manifests her inner and outer virginity.
Inaccessible to men, yet porous to either the Devil or Christ: Mary’s room and
the recluse’s enclosure blur together as an emblematic space defining the woman
within. We do not need to believe in the hagiographical account’s historical “accuracy” or reliability as a biographical source to acknowledge how, in a work
of literature, this scene evokes themes and symbols central to the cultural construction of early medieval holy women. Regardless of whether the toad episode
actually occurred, it parallels the psalter’s Annunciation illumination to demonstrate how medieval female recluses were connected with the figure of Mary as
literate solitary—as a reflection of themselves.
The recluse’s lecciones ac psalmodia, the text specifies, torment the devil: readings and psalm singing are Christina’s occupation day and night, perhaps suggesting the same adherence to the Divine Office that woke Goscelin’s Mary. For
Christina both acts of reading and singing seem to be tied to the physical book—
an elegant reminder that the presence of a codex can support multiple modes of
silent and sung interaction with a text (though indeed reading might not be silent,
either). Yet this reading and singing should not be limited to a liturgical or even
semiliturgical function, as it also encompasses the private prayer permeating an
anchoress’s life.105 The readings, after all, could be like the other nonscriptural
texts and prayers included in many psalters of the period as well as the Saint
Albans Psalter.106 Christina’s lecciones ac psalmodia exemplify how scenes of the
Annunciation illuminate the fluid boundaries between liturgy and prayer, singing
and reading, embodied text and spoken word.
***
Around 1160—about five years after Christina’s death—Aelred (c.1110–67),
abbot of the Cistercian abbey of Rievaulx in northern England, wrote his only
work addressed to a woman: a rule of living for a recluse, titled De institutione
inclusarum.107 This text launched the new genre of “spiritual biography,” or lives
of Christ, where the reader imaginatively participates in episodes of Christ’s life
104
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as a kind of devotional visualization exercise; the Meditationes vitae Christi and
Nicholas Love’s translation follow in this popular tradition.108 Aelred begins the
meditative journey through Christ’s life in the place where it all began: the room
of the Annunciation. “When, therefore, your mind has been purged from every
uncleanness of thought by the exercise of virtues, now cast back cleansed eyes
on what comes next, and first with blessed Mary, entering the bedroom, open
[unfold/roll out]109 the books in which the virgin birth, even the arrival of Christ,
is prophesied.”110 In this performative mode the reader follows Mary’s imagined
reading of the Old Testament prophecies foretelling the Incarnation—such as
Isaiah 7.14, “Ecce virgo in utero concipiet et pariet filium” (Behold a virgin shall
conceive in her womb and bear a son), and is encouraged to pick up the book too.
In a text written for an enclosed religious woman, Mary suddenly offers more than
a general model of piety and virtue: she becomes an ideal female reader, whose
reading habits and reading space offer a resonant parallel to the anchoress’s lectio
divina and anchorhold. By identifying the book with the Old Testament prophets,
and by specifically encouraging a female reader to participate in that same reading,
Aelred transforms Ambrose’s glancing reference to Mary’s reading into a powerful
endorsement of women’s literacy as a spiritually transformative, intellectually
sophisticated endeavor. Perhaps most importantly, Aelred does not present the
Virgin as an unapproachable role model. She is certainly beata, “blessed,” but
the reader just as clearly opens the book cum beata Maria, “with the blessed
Mary.” The reader mimes Mary’s every move at the beginning of the devotion.
In this way the text invites the reader to see her own reading mirrored in the
Virgin’s.
Just as Mary opens the books of the prophets and sees herself in their words, so
Aelred’s anchoritic reader can open De institutione and see herself in his words—
mimetically mirroring Mary’s interpretive act by imaginatively placing herself
in the biblical scenes he describes. When the anchoress opens it with her, she
not only sees herself in Mary’s position physically, but, like Mary, learns to see
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herself spiritually through the lens of a text and thus more perfectly practice
the imaginative devotional technique advocated by Aelred. In other words, the
reader’s imitatio Mariae extends beyond mirroring Mary’s open book to mirroring
the interpretive act of seeing one’s self reflected in the book.
Conclusion
Whether invoked as mediatrix, queen, empress, handmaid, mater dolorosa,
or mater gloriosa, the Virgin acted as a model for all medieval Christians—
both men and women—of how to interact with Christ through prayer. From
Ambrose’s first description of Mary surrounded by books, monks and clerics
presented the specific motif of the reading Virgin as an appropriate representation
of the route to God through God’s Word. Yet her book was never simply a symbol
of the Word made flesh. Throughout its history the motif also represented actual
reading, actual devotion, by the Virgin—activities worthy of imitation, as medieval
authors made clear. The rare appearances of Mary reading in the ninth and
tenth century corresponded with the religious reforms that reemphasized exactly
her model of solitary, studious prayer. By the late twelfth century the Reading
Annunciate had completely pervaded the Western artistic tradition, concurrent
with the blossoming of the cult of the Virgin and an increase in both literacy
and opportunities for religious life for women. While exegetes such as Bernard of
Clairvaux, Rupert of Deutz, and William of Newburgh used their commentaries
on the Song of Songs (for instance) to engage Mary for themselves and their
fellow monks as a model of love, mercy, and intimacy with Christ, other medieval
authors of this period selectively highlighted Mary’s textual engagement at the
Incarnation for a particular audience—enclosed religious women. At this point
the rhetoric shifts to encourage devotees to pray like Mary, not just to her; to use
the Annunciation as a mirror in which to conceive one’s self as reading or singing
scripture in order to conceive God in the soul.
Over the course of this evolution, male authors and artists counterbalanced—
and by the twelfth century ultimately replaced—the iconography of Mary’s spinning, an activity usually gendered as feminine, with the iconography of reading, an
activity usually gendered as masculine. Early medieval monks and clerics clearly
had no problem identifying with and emulating a female model, but in this case
we see them allowing the Virgin to project a kind of textual authority somewhat
at odds with their usual ideas of the weak feminine. Nowhere in these representations of the Mother of God can we find the “consistent stereotypes of femaleness
as compassionate and soft (either weak or tender)” that marked medieval monks’
idealization of the mothering role.111 Rather, the texts describe Mary as learned,
perspicacious, and perfectly poised to perform and interpret the text in front of
her, whether Psalms or Isaiah. She is Wisdom again. Mary’s role in the Incarnation
grants her the sharp-minded power of the exegete to comprehend the typological
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fulfillment of the Old Testament as the New Testament plays out with her on
center stage.
Now this is not the same as saying that these male authors connected Mary
as an ideal reader with women as readers in general, or that they thought that
Mary’s interpretive power, just because she was a woman, was shared by or
represented normal women. After all, she was unique as both virgin and mother,
as the bearer of God, as queen of Heaven and empress of Hell. In the twelfth
century, however, a certain type of holy woman—the anchoress—emerged as “a
figure of idealized interiority, and thus an ideal reader,”112 and it was with this
female audience that male authors began to share their model of literate devotion,
Mary at the Annunciation. For monks writing for enclosed women, “the mystique
of holy solitude made [the anchoress] an ideal reader;” as Goscelin writes to
Eva, if you read, “delectabit te solitudo tua” (your solitude will delight you).113
Mary, in a room as intact as her womb, became the prototypical anchoress.
Mary’s reading could now actively function in a way it could not for men—
as a means of appropriating for a female audience acts normally portrayed as
masculine: scriptural study and interpretation. After all, there was no shortage of
male models for reading and writing: portraits of Matthew, Mark, Luke, John,
Augustine, and Jerome with their books (just to name a few) heavily populated
medieval manuscripts. When Christina, Eva, and Aelred’s sister opened their
books, they saw a portrait of a female reader, perhaps for the first time. When
later medieval visionaries, such as Elizabeth of Töss, Bridget of Sweden, Margery
Kempe, and Julian of Norwich, sought an inspiration for their channeling of
the divine and their own participation in literate culture as both consumers and
producers of books, their texts testify that they turned to contemplation of Mary
at the Annunciation. As the only literate biblical female figure, by far the most
frequently portrayed female reader, and the common ideal behind any medieval
female saint who might have been able to read, by the end of the twelfth century
Mary had come to dominate the readerly self-conception of the medieval religious
woman.
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